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of roads
te
to wrecks
Icy roads contributed to several
accidents in the area Monday according to city, county and state
authorities.
In the West Kentucky area, Kentucky State Police Information Officer Richard Wright said 11 accidents had been reported to the
Mayfield post since midnight.
Murray police and Calloway
sheriff's
deputies also in• •.0
vestigated several traffic - accidents Monday and early this
morning.
James D. Williams, 16, Rt. 2,
Hazel, was hospitalized for treatment of a dislocated shoulder
following a one-car accident late
1: Monday afternoon 1.5 miles east
.: of Hazel.
He was listed in satisfactory condition today at Murray-Calloway
Z,County Hospital.
According to Kentucky State
Police reports, Williams was driving east on Highway 893 in Hazel
and lost control of hi.s vehicle
when he crossed a refrozen
bridge. The car left the road and
overturned in a ditch, reports
said.
A passenger, Scott A. Williams,
•
17, Rt.2, Hazel, was treated and
released. The wreck was investigated by Trooper Joe Oakley.
A Murray woman was hositalized following a two-car crash at
6:30 a.m. today, on Highway 1660
-- (Johnny Robertson Road) 1.3
miles north of Murray, according
- .to reports.
_Peggy Meeks, 41, was admitted
with multiple contusions and was
listed in satisfactory condition, a
hospital spokesman said.
According to KSP reports,
Meeks was northbound when she
lost control of her vehicle on a
patch of ice. She slid into the
southbound lane and struck a car
driven by Steven Cotthoff head-on,
reportsaddel '
Cotthoff was treated and released at the hospital. The accident
was investigated by Trooper J.D.
Parker.
Murray City Police responded
to eight accidents Monday night,
with two unrelated accidents occurring at the same location at approximately the same time, 7:10
p.m.
Melissa J. Rempe, 21, 403 College Courts, traveling south on
Waldrop Drive, and Kimberly A.
Brandon, 20, 6259 Hester Hall,
traveling north on Waldrop, lost
control of their vehicles on the ice
and collided head-on _police
reports said.
Both Rempe and Brandon were
taken tol(ICCH. Murray Police officer, George King responded to
the scene of the accident.
Elizabeth Roberts, 19, 912 College-Courts hit the rear of a car
driven by Wanda B. Lyons, 34, Rt.
1 Almo. According to police
reports, Roberts and Lyons were
northbound on Waldrop, witnessed the Rempe-Brandon accident,
then slid on the ice covered street.
A one-car accident resulted in
injuries to a woman Monday night
at approximately midnight.
Teresa A. Irvan, 18, 7586 White
Hall,lost centrol of her car on U.S.
641 near Peggy Ann Drive and
struck a utility pole, according to
police reports.: '
_ liven was taken to Murray
Calloway County Hospital, accorckng to police reports. Police
officer, Gary Overbey, investigated the accident.
(Continued on Page Two)
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drizzle
Some early morning fog and
spotty drizzle otherwise mostly
cloudy today. Warmer with
highs in the upper 40s. Mostly
cloudy tonight. Temperatures
remaining nearly steady with
lows in the low to mid 40s.
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Brown optimistic
about approval
of new statute

ONE INJURIED - James D. Williams, 16, Rt.2, Hazel, was listed in satisfactory condition
today with a
dislocated right shoulder in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital following a one-car accident
late Monday
afternoon on Highway 893 in Hazel. According to Kentucky State Police reports, Williams
was traveling east,
lost control on a refrozen bridge, left the road and overturned in a ditch. A passenger, Scott
A. Williams, 17,
Rt.2, Hazel, was treated and released. Trooper Joe Oakley investigated the incident. He was
assisted by the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Although some legislators continue to grumble about Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.'s controversial
Order re-establishing the state
Public Service Commission,
Brown is optimistic about eventual confirmation by a new law.
He said Monday he expects the
1982 session to approve the executive order issued after the 1980
session.
Brown also said that despite
what he called the media's desire
for confrontation with the
assembly over reorganization, he
doubts that will happen.
The governor said in an interview that on the PSC question, •'I
don't see them going back to
separate ( regulatory commissions). The PSC has been running
smoother than the previous
system)."
The state's energy and utility
regulatory commissions were
merged by Brown into one PSC
after the General Assembly adjourned its 1980 session. The
lawmakers had refused to approve the step.
That leaves a situation where
the statute on the books still calls
for two commissions and Brown's
order, which has been implemented,establishes only one.
Brown's executive order had
7poured more fuel into the growing
debate over a governor's powers
to reorganize state government.
Brown said the main points of
contention are the PSC recreation

and his attempt to get back some
marketing and promotion functions from the state Department
of Agriculture, a controversy now
in the courts.
He said he wants to clarify and
probably limit a governor's efforts to change the structure of a
constitutional office such as the
Agriculture Department.
But in the current instance, he
said, "we gave those powers to
( Commissioner Alben Barkley
Iii" and simply seek their return
in the interests of expanding state
agricultural exports.
The comments of some
legislators since the session began
do not seem to support Brown's
optimism about PSC legislation.
The governor said that
legislators "are not faulting the
decision, they're faulting how far
a governor should go."
State Rep. David Boswell, DSorgho, one of the lawmakers expressing concern about the utility
merger,said a few days ago:
For the most part the
legislakors feel that (such powers)
have been abused. We'll be taking
a long look at it."
The Senate has passed and sent
to the House a bill that would require the governor to submit each
reorganization of state agencies to
the legislature in a separate bill.
4e measure contains an
er6rgency clause, which means
that if enacted, it would force
Brown to submit each of almost
150 separate reorganization
orders since the 1980 session to the
1982 legislature.

Universities'desegrotion
pion expected Wednesday

LOCAL WOMAN INJURED - Peggy Meeks received multiple contusions as a result of a head-on collision
when the car she was driving struck a car driven by Steven Cotthoff, accoding to state police reports. Meeks
was traveling north on Highway 1660 ( Johnny Robertson Road) when she lost control of her car according to
Kentucky State Police. The accident occured at approximately 6:30 a.m.

said. "The discussions today were
very fruitful and I am optimistic
agreement will be reached tomorrow."
A federal judge had ordered
OCR to make a final decision on
Kentucky's plan by last Friday.
However, no decision was made
Harry Snyder, the council's ex- by the deadline and federal ofecutive director, said Kentucky ficials partially blamed the bad
officials continued to meet with weather in the nation's capital last
the U.S. Office of Civil Rights week.
Monday in Washington and would
Snyder said most of the addicontinue to meet Tuesday.
tional detail being requested by
In an official statement read OCR dealt with a section of the
from his office. Snyder said: plan providing for enhancement of
•'Discussions with the Office of Kentucky State University, KenCivil Rights will continue through tucky's only historically black
tomorrow with the staff from Ken- university.
tucky, who are there adding addiRush Dozier, attorney for Gov.
tional data or requested details in John Y. Brown Jr. and Gary Cot,
a couple of sections of the plan.-- -- deputy director of the Council on
••We may now know by late Higher Education, are represenWednesday afternoon what OCR ting Kentucky in the Washington
intends to recommend," Snyder meetings.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Federal officials should make a
final decision on Kentucky's
desegregation plan for its public
universities by Wednesday, says
the head of the state Council on
Higher Education.

Authorities continue probe
into apparent drowning

ACCIDENT - Two separate two-car collisions occurred Monday night on Waldrop Drive between
Valentine Street and Highway 121. Melissa J. Rempe was southbound and Kimberly Brandon northbound when
their cars each slid on ice and collided head-on. Two other northbound cars, driven by Wanda B. Lyons and
Elizabeth J. Roberts,also slid on ice causing the Roberts car to collide with the rear of the Lyons'car. Rempe
was treated and released at the hospital.
•
Staff photos by Matt Sanders and Jennie Gordon

Authorities are continuing an investigation of the possible drowning Mon112tAaeoru1ti4rif
State University student in the
Tennessee River, according to
Kentucky State Police Information Officer Richard Wright.
According to Wright, a Murray
,State University student drove a
fellow student to the canons at 8
a.m. Monday. At 9:15 a.m., the
car was found abandoned atop the
Egner's Ferry Bridge, Wright
said.
The keys were in the ignition

and a coat and wallet were found
inside the car,the trooper added.
-Yrwi:4-dintity -of the -student was'1,4"
not released but Wright did say he
was from Iran.
Dragging operations were to
begin at 9 a.m. today and were to
be conducted by the Trigg County
Disaster Emergency Squad, Trigg
County Rescue Squad, Tennessee
Valley Authority and KSP Water
Patrol.
The investigation is being conducted by Trooper John Hall and
the Trigg County Sheriff's Office.

Freezing rain causes cars to slide, schools to close
By ANDY O'CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
A parting burst of freezing rain
left cars and trucks skiddipg. off
Southern highways today as the
worst cold wave of the century
receded, while a West Coasfstorm
that threatened more mudslides
covered the Sierra Nevada with a
layer of snow.
Highways were covered with ice
from Virginia to Alabama, forcing
many schools to remain shut,
although after a week of sub-zero
cold temperatures were easing
across the Eastern United States.
„
The 11-day cold wave, which has
left 283 dead nationwide, was moving off the East Coast, but the National Weather Service -oaid Wm-

the Midwest and Nortneast
can expect more of the same..
About 50 people moved out of
their houses in Pacifica, Calif.,
Sunday night and eight families
vacated their homes in Lagunitas
because of predictions of rain.
Three children in Pacifica died
,when a section -of-a hillside Collapsed during heavy rains Jan. 35. They were among at least 31
people who died in mudslides and
heavy rain in northern California.
Earlier in the weekend, about 50
residents of Ben - Lomond were
evacuated not far from an area
where mudslides• in the remote
Love Creek inundated eight
houses. Authorities • believe at
least 13 people died there. •
It only drizzled Suncray night,

•

but more rain pelted Northern
California on Monday, mostly in
San Francisco and eastward, and
not in the heaiRy damaged areas
south of the city.
Snow began falling Monday in
the Sierra Nevada, and the National Weather Service forecast
heavy snow for today and Wednes,
day. The storm that caused the
mudslides around San Francisco
dumped several feet of.snow in the
mountains.
The numbing cold weather that
has held much of the nation in its
grip for more than a week prompted Gov. Bob Graham to declare
an emergency in the citrui.•in,
dustey in central and south
Florida.
In Maine,"Tiatainal --Cuard

helicopters battled 80 mph winds
The cold wave set record lows
to lift nine people from Baxter
for the date Monday from PennState Park after the park was
sylvania through New England
closed Monday because of the
where Chester, Mass., posted
cold, and another man was
minus 34.
rescued by sled. Another 13 people
Here is a list of weather-relateil
in two groups were left behind in
deaths since Jan.9:
the park, but officials said they
Alabama 21, Arkansas 3, Conwere In no immediate danger, necticut 1, Georgia 11, Florida 1
despite sub-zero temperaturet,--Kentucky 2, Illinois 32, Indiana 11,
because they had found shelter in
Iowa 10, Louisiana 5, Maryland 5,
cabins.
Massachusetts 1, Michigan 9, MinFour of those rescued were
nesota 5, Mississippi 6, Missouri 2,
hospitalized suffering frostbite.
Nebraska 1, New York 16, New
The polar air mass that first Jersey 6, North Carolina 20, North
pushed into the country on Jan. 9
Dakota 1, Ohio 8, Oklahoma 1,
dealt cities such as Chicago, Pennsylvania 24, Rhode Island 7,
Milwaukee and Akron, Ohio, their South Carolina 7, South Dakota 3,
coldest temperatures since the
Texas 12, Tennessee 17, Virginia
weather service began imief?j,.0 , 13, West Virginia 11, Wisconsin 10,
trade"and Wyring 1.
-
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Adults offered
free program
in education
•

A free program of adult basic
education is now being offered in
Calloway County with evening
classes on Monday and Tuesday at
Calloway County High School. Marlene Beach is teaching the
classes from 6 to 9 p.m. Enrollment will continue through April.
Offerings include mathematics,
science, social studies, English,
reading,and other special interest
topics.
The program is available to any
resident of Calloway County 16
years of age or older who does not
have a high school diploma and
who is not now enrolled in. the
public school system.
-Cooperating with the Calloway
County school system on the adult
education project are the Adult
Basic Education Unit in the
Bureau of Instruction of the Kentueky Department of Education
and Murray State University.
Persons who-desire to enroll or
who need additional information
about the classes may call the
Calloway County Board of Education at 753-3033 or Marlene Beach
at 753-2350 or the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State at 7626971.

Accidents...

•

(Continued From Page 1)
Two persons were injured as a
result of a one-car accident occuring on U.S. 641 North, eight miles
from Murray.
Injured were Alma Fletcher,
driver, and a passenger, Rodney
Shrout, both of Louisville.
According to reports filed by the
sheriff's department, Fletcher
was traveling north on 641 when
she lost control of her car causing
it to overturn.
Both Fift6fecher and Shrout were
transported by Marshall County
Ambulance to MCCH, according
to reports filed by Deputy Larry
Nixon.
Calloway County Sheriff
Department officials also
responded to eight other accidents
Monday night.

Seven-bill women's package ratified by commission
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Preis Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Additional funding for spouse-abuse
centers and inheritance-tax exemptions highlight the legislative
package approved by the Kentucky Commission on Women.
The seven-bill package, approved by the commission Monday,
was described as chairperson
Carol Morse as being "incredibly
ambitious" without costing the
state a lot of money.
Two of theY proposals in the
-women's economic equity
package of 1982," outlined by commission executive director
Jessica Schikler, are designed to
provide more funding for victims
of crimes such as rape or abuse.
One of the bills, to be sponsored
by Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, would add $10 and $5 to
court costs resulting from felony

and misdemeanor convictions,
respectively.
The money would be earmarked
for a crime victims service fund to
finance such programs as rape
counseling centers and spouseand child-abuse centers.
Another measure, sponsored by
Rep. Gerta Bendl, D-Louisville,
would- add $10 to the fee paid by
persons filing for divorce. The extra fees, estimated by Rep. Bendl
to average between $300,000 and
$400,000 annually, would be used
to finance spouse-abuse centers.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
budget recommendations include
funding for six spouse abuse crisis
centers and two full-service
shelters during the 1982-84 biennium. They also would reinstate
almost $300,000 in funds cut last
year — fonds that would finance
six centers for the biennium.
The money generated by the in-

aeased fees would help.. the
centers expand their services and
cope with inflation-related costs,
Ms.Schikler said.
Sen. Helen Garrett, D-Paducah,
has sponsored another piece of
legislation backed by the commission — one to exempt a surviving
spouse from paying inheritance
taxes and increase the exemption
for children from $25,000 to
$50,000.
Currently, inheritance taxes for
spouses range from 2 percent on
the first $20,000 of taxable inheritance to 10 percent on property values in excess of $500,000.
Women, particularly farmers,
who inherit property from their
husbands frequently find that they
must sell the property to pay the
taxes, according to the commission.
Also in the area of taxation, the
commission endorsed a proposal

to allow corporate tax credits for
the esfablishment of day-care
centers.
. Prohibiting discrimination is
the target of three ether bills supported by the commission.
One of them, to be sponsored by
Rep. Hank Hancock,D-Frankfort,
would prohibit sex discrimination
which has a "demonstrable
adverse impact" on a person
under any program receiving
financial assistance from the
state.
The law would require that the
adverse effect of discrimination
be demonstrated, Ms. Schikler
said,"to avoid specious suits."
Another measure would require
a review of state regulations to ensure the absence of sex
discrimination.
Ms. Schikler used as an example a recent Department of
Transportation decision that a

married women could use her
maiden names on a driver's
license if that was the name she
used legally.
Previously, a married woman
was required to use her husband's
name although there was no law
requiring it.
Discrimination also would be
prohibited in pension plans under
another measure endorsed by the
commission.
Currently, the law allows a participant in a pension plan to waive
his or her survivor's benefits
without telling the survivor, said
Gail Duckworth who works with
the commission.'
The proposed bill would
disallow such an action. In addi-•
tion, it would mandate that the
survivor of a participant in a pension plan .would receive the
benefits even if the participant
died before the earliest retirement
age.
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Republicans speak against president's excise tax proposal
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON CAP) — President Reagan's reported plan to
impose excise taxes on some consumer goods will hurt the -little
guy" and risk economic and
political defeat for the GOP, two
leading House Republicans say.
In an apparent split within
Republican ranks, House GOP
Whip Trent Lott of Mississippi and
Rep. Jack Kemp of New York,
chairman of the House
Republican Conference, said they
"are deeply disturbed by the lack

of political and economic common
sensedemorigrated in the current
tax-increase campaign."
They made their remarks in a
Jan. 14 letter to budget director
David A. Stockman.
Reagan is expected to announce
his plans during his State of the
Union address to a joint session of
Congress Jan.26.
Reagan aides gave a preview of
the speech Monday to Senate
Republican Leader Howard H.
Baker Jr. of Tennessee and House
GOP Leader Robert H. Michel of
Illinois.
•

Baker declared the address would inherit federal programs,
would be "a humdinger" but including some dealing with
refused to reveal details.•
highways,education and welfare.
"I think it's going be full of
Under the plan, taxes would be
substance...far more than just a increased on alcohol, gasoline,
report; I think there'll be in- 'tobacco, telephones and perhaps
novative ideas and suggestions, some "luxury items," some
and I think it will chart the course sources said.
for our political debate for months
Congressional sources, who askand maybe for years to come," ed not to be identified, said White
Baker said.
House advisers expected the proposal to turn several federal proOfficials have said previously grams over to the states would
that Reagan, facing ballooning become the dominant issue of the
budget deficits, has decided ten- 1982 congressional session and
tatively to call for an increase in elections.
excise taxes on certain consumer
Transportation Secretary Drew
goods and turn the revenue over to Lewis was quoted Monday as saystates.
lug he hopes to send a proposal to
In exchange, the states also the White House soon for a 5-cent-

Kentuckiana Girl Scouts
to be taking cookie orders
Girl Scouts throughout Kentuckiana will be taking cookie
orders Jan. 23 to Feb. 7, according
to Lil Cooper, Rt. 7, chairman of
annual.Girl Scout cookie sale for
Murray and Calloway County.
-Cookies Are Our Bread and
Butter" is 1982 slogan of the sale.
Cooper said tha slogan refers to
more than 50 percent of GiriScout
program financing is a direct
result of efforts of every girl in
selling the seven varieties of

per-gallon increase in the federal
tax on gasoline.
Mayor Richard Caliguiri of Pittsburgh, who met with Lewis, said
he thought the proposal to produce
about $5 billion a year in new
revenue would be before Congress
this year.
Caliguiri said he and other state
and local officials were told that $4
billion would go into the crumbling federal highway system, ineluding streets and bridges in urbah areas. The remaining $1
billion would go to state and local
governments for mass transit subsidles directed at maintenence,
equipement and other capital investment, but not for operating
costs.
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Death sentence of convicted killer
struck down today by Supreme Court.

cookies.
The cookies will sell for $1.50 per
box. Varieties include do-si-dos,
trefoils, thin mints,samoas,tag-alongs, van'cnos and chocolate
chunks,Cooper said.
The Girl Scout cookie sale has
been a tradition since 1933.
Twenty-two troops are organized in Murray and Calloway County. Troop members will be making
a door-to-door campaign Jan. 23 to
Feb. 7, Cooper said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today struck down
the death sentence of a young man
convicted of killing an Oklahoma
state trooper.
But the court left unanswered
the major question it had been expected to raise in the case:
whether convicted murderers who
commit their crimes when under
age 18 can be sentenced to death.
Instead, the justices voted 5-4 to
overturn Monty Lee Eddings'
sentence since it had been imposed without full consideration given
to certain "mitigating" evidence
that might have pointed to life in
prison as the appropriate punishment.
Eddings was 16 when in 1977 he
fatally shot state highway
patrolman Larry Crabtree on a
highway outside Tulsa.
Today's ruling did not disturb
Eddings' conviction, but makes
necessary a new sentencing procedure in which certain factors —
such as Eddings' family history
and his emotional problems — will
bavato be-consideredLed by Justice Lewis F. Powell,

Ethan Allen
WINTER SALE
SAVE 10%to20%
on 8 superb dining rooms — formal or informal!

the court's majority said the
original sentencing violated
guidelines set down in a 1978
Supreme Court decision called
•
Lockett vs. Ohio.
"Because we decide this case on
'the basis of Lockett vs. Ohio, we
do not rach the question of
whether — in light of contemporary standards — the Eighth
Amendment (ban on cruel and
unusual punishment) forbids the
execution of a defendant-who was
16 at the time of the offense,"
Powell said.
Powell's opinion noted that in
some cases, evidence of a convicted killer's family history and
emotional problems may be given
"little weight."
"But when the defendant is 16
years old at tte time of the offense, there can be no doubt that
evidence of a turbulent family
history, beatings by a harsh
father, and -of severe emotional
disturbance is particularly relevant," he said.
Powell edded:---"We are - not
unaware of the extent to which

minors engage increasingly in
violent crime. Nor do we suggest
an absence of legal responsibility
where crime is committed by a
minor. We are concered here only
with the manner of the imposition
of the ultimate penalty: the death
sentence imposed for the crime of
murder upon an emotionally
disturbed youth with a disturbed
child's maturity.
"On remand, state courts must
consider air relevant mitigating
evidence and weigh it against the
evidence of aggravating circumstances,"the opinion said.
The decision thus leaves open
the possibility that Eddings once
again could be sentenced to death.
Joining Powell were Justices
William J. Brennan, Thurgood
Marshall, John Paul Stevens and
Sandra Day O'Connor. Brennan
and Marshall are opposed to
capital punishment under all circumstances.
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
led the court's dissenters., joined
by Justices Byron R. White, Harry
A. - Blackmun and William H.
Rehnquist.
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Air Force unit pilots killed in crash,
cause of plane accident not certain

•

INDIAN SPRINGS, Nev. (AP)
— Strict training to keep their
eyes only on the plane next to
them may have led three pilots of
an elite Air Force stunt squad to
blindly follow the lead of a fourth
and slam into the desert after a
400 mph dive.
"Normally, he (the leader) is
the only one looking where he's going," said Air Force Sgt. Jack
Conner. The Thunderbirds' commander, Maj. Norman L. Lowry
III, died along with the three other
pilots in Monday's accident dpring
practice.
The Thunderbirds pilots, who
sometimes fly as little as three
feet apart in their T-38 Talons, are
trained to "fly off the commanderleader," Watching only the plane
next to them and not the ground or
instruments because of the tight
formation,Conner said.
"We don't know whether it was
a mid-air collision or a case of
follow the leader into the ground,"
he said.
"At the speed they Were going

.•-

Now,enjoy classic elegance expressed by
the finest craftsmanship in our magnificent
Georgian Coundining room ... all at very
special savings! 18th century style pierced
back Chippendale chairs, a,n extraordinary
breakfront china buffet with lighted interior,
pediment top and crown glass, and a generous double pedestal table (that extends
to seat ten).re crafted of hand-rubbed
Solid Cherry and superb matching veneers. One of eight great dining room
values during our big Winter Sale!

reg.
sate
Double Ped. Table
899.75 749.75
Chippendale
Side Chair
269.75 229.75
TABLE & 4 SIDE CHAIRS
1978.75 1649.75
Host Chair
289.50 229.50
Chippendale
Arm Chair
309.75 259.75
BUFFET & CHINA
2499.50 2099.50

Dispute,c1 evidence introduced
in Atlanta slaying trial

Convenient Terms ... Free Delivery

ATLANTA- CAP)
After two
weeks of testimony in Wayne'
Williams' murder trial, prosecutors have begun introducing
the disputed evidence that they
say is a cornerstone of their case
— microscopic fibers found on the
bodies of the two victims.
state crime lab"' microanalyst
itichard Ernest took the witness
stand late Monday to identify'four
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when they came out of the loop, I
just thought, 'That's the end of
that for them fellows," said W.G.
Wood of Indian Springs, who
witnessed the crash as he drove
along U:S. 95. "It happened so fast
I couldn't tell you if one hit sooner.
It looked like all of them hit at the
same time."
The loss of the four officers was
the most devastating accident in
the history of the precision flying
team and left its future in doubt.
A resident across the highway
from the auxiliary base where the
flight team practiced said he
heard the whine of the red, white
and blue jets as they climbed to a
high arch, then the scream of the
engines as they plunged
downward to complete the
maneuver.
"Then boom-boom-boom, boomboom-boom as they hit the ground
one after another," said Loren
Conaway.
George LaPointe, a construction worker, watched the jets
disappear behind tree tops.
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,

packages of fibers and hairs
removed from Williams' car with
a special vacuum tool during a
June 3search.
Williams, a 23-yeat-old freelance photographer and aspiring
talent scout, is accused of murdering Nathaniel Cater, 27, and Jimmy Hay Payne, 21, and dumping
their bodies into the Chattahoochee River.

"They didn't come back up," he
said. "They were going full tilt,
really screaming, and at the time
I thought theyWere too low."
Besides Lowry, 37, of Radford,
Va., killed were Capt. Willie
Mays, 32, of Ripley, Tenn.; Capt.
Joseph Peterson, 32, of Tuskegee,
Ala.; Capt. Mark E. Melancon,31,
of Dallas.
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Chimney fire
confined to area

um
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A chimney fire at the Charlie
Parrish residence was confined to
the area of origin by the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad Monday night.
The fire started around some
lose mortar in the chimney and
caused minor damage to the wall
where the chimney is located, a squad spokesman said. The house
is located off Highway 121 seven
miles south of Murray,
No injuries were reported.
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gorrott's galley

Reagan excuses

by m.c. garrott

County's early day 'faith healers'
left tales legendary in stature

questioning reporters
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The president of the
United States sat in the Oval Office, surrounded by
the senior members of the administration's foreign
policy team, and looked not the slightest bit
sheepish as he explained why reporters had not
seen him the day before.
"I just washed my hair. Couldn't do a thing with
it," President Reagan said.
Thus did Reagan turn aside the most recent flareup in the constantly simmering adversary relationship between reporters and the White House staff
that focuses more often than not on the news
media's access to the president.
The issue, always near the surface, bubbles to the
top when the president entertains a foreign leader.
Ever since Anwar Sadat, the late president of
Egypt, visited Reagan last August and sat around
while the president was asked about the air traffic
controllers strike, Reagan's staff has made no effort to hide its sensitivity to the way the president is
questioned during "photo opportunities."
After the photo session with the president and
Sadat — which provided the only opportunity that
day to question the president about the strike —
reporters were told that if they could not remain
silent during the brief visits to the Oval Office, they
should stay out.
Last week, the guest was Helmut Schmidt,
chancellor of West Germany. As soon as the inevitable questions began, reporters were ushered
out. And there were no photo sessions the next day.
Reagan held six presidential news conferences in
1981. More frequently, he met with small groups of
reporters for occasional interviews. But it is in such
photo sessions in the Oval Office, or when the president is leaving the White House for a waiting
helicopter, that reporters covering him have a
chance to question him on up-to-the minute events.
When news conferences are infrequent, the
pressure builds. And when several news stories are
percolating, the jockeying to get in a quick question
in the Oval Office or outside the White House doorway also builds.
By scheduling photo sessions or by placement of
reporters — the nearer the "press pen" is to
Reagan's path to the helicopter, the greater the
chance that he will stop to answer questions — the
White House staff can control the flow of news.
Earlier this week, representatives of the National
Conference of State Legislatures were invited into
the warm press room. But House Republican
leaders, urging a tax increase on the president,
were not.
Although allied with the president,they bore an
unpleasant message. And so, to talk to reporters,
they ended up out in the cold — 14 degrees
Fahrenheit to be exact.
Under those conditions, even the U.S. Marine
honor guards who stand duty at the door to the office wing of the White House were allowed inside.

There's not much to do these cold
days for the old-timers other than to
sit around, nurse a cup of coffee and
tell stories.
The other day, for some reason or
the other, the conversation topic
swung around to "faith healing," and
stories of soine of Calloway County's
faith healers of the early part of this
century came to light.
There was Will Kirkland, a farmer
who lived this side of the fairgrounds
on 121 North where Mrs. Winnie Scarbrough lives today. Mr. Kirkland was
renown for his ability to cure working
mules who came down with fistula, a
condition caused by a misfitted collar.
There were no miracle drugs then,
and fistula was hard to cure. When
mules came down with it, it was days
before they could work again.
Farmers came from far and wide to
Mr. Kirkland with their mules when
faced with the problem.
•••
As the story goes, Mr. Kirkland
would first direct the mule's owner to
go into the woods behind the present
fairgrounds and get a hazelnut stick
about eight inches long, which he proceeded to cut into four quarters.
Then, starting at the tip of the

mule's ears, he would rub these down
its neck, over the wethers to the hock
of the back leg. Then he would tie the
four pieces of the stick back together
and put them in the fork of a tree in
his yard.
Generally, the animals brought to
him for this strange, but apparently
effective, treatment were cured and
soon back working in harness.
Later in life, Mr. Kirkland suffered
two broken legs when a mule team
spoofed while he was housing tobacco, and he eventually moved to town,
living in a house on South 6th Street
about where Clyde Roberts had his
insurance business.
•••
Also in those early days, if you happened to have a wart that needed taking off, you would go to see Cordie
Rushing, father of Hugh Thomas
(Tommy) Rushing at the Bank of
Murray and Mrs. Keith (Hazel)
Brandon,1604 Keenland Drive.
Mr. Rushing had the power" to
remove them, and people came from
all over West Tennessee and West
Kentucky to get him to remove the
'unsightly things from their hands,
face or body.
Harry Lee Waterfield's daughter

Family Shoe Store is today on Main
Street just west of the square.
He later bought the Murray Auto
Parts business and operated it until
1947, when he sold it to Walter Miller,
Tip's father. He then farmed for a
while before going into the glass
business at 3rd and East Main near
the old Ford place.
At the time of his death, he had just
served four years as city judge.
A big, jolly, friendly man with a
smile for everyone he met, _Mr.
Rushing is well remembered for his
wart-healing power, but those who
-were close to him also remember
him for his music.
Although he never had a music
lesson in his life, he could play piano,
organ, banjo, guitar, French harp or
what-have-you with the best of them.
In those days of early radio and
before television, it was customary
for the Rushing clan to get together.
almostevery Saturday night for fun
and fellowship, and he and his music
was the life of the party.
Son Tommy fondly remembers
those get-togethers. "My, how we
looked forward to those Saturday
nights," he said the other day while
talking about his father. "We had a
ball!"

drove ''all the way" from Clinton one
day to have him remove one from her
hand. It was gone a few days after
she returned home.
A relative of Wells Purdom, Sr.,
was said to have "tried everything in
the book" and seen "just about every
doctor in West Kentucky" in an effort
to get one removed, but to no avail.
One visit to Mr. Rushing did it. In a
few days, it was gone.
His treatment was a simple one. He
would simply rub each wart gently,
making sure he touched every one.
Then he would tell"the patient" to go
home and to forget all about it" for
a few days. The next thing these people knew,the warts were gone.
••
Although Mr. Rushing's success in
removing warts became legendary in
these parts, he never revealed his
secret before his death in 1954.
He grew up in the Pottertown section of the county east of Murray,and
was believed to be the first
automotive mechanic in these parts,
operating a Model T Ford repair shop
in that area.
He later moved to Murray and
opened a shop near the Chevrolet
garage, which at that time was
located,about where Fred's and the
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Thoughts in season
By KEN WOLF
In the early 1960s, Abraham Heschel wrote a
scholarly yet readable book on The Prophets —
Amos, Isaiah and the rest. In this work the traditional Jewish concern for justice, and for those who
suffer from injustice shone forth in these words:
The prophet is a man who feels fierceis the voice that God has lent to the
ly. .Prophecy.
silent agony, a voice to the plundered poor, to the
profaned riches of the world. It is a form of living, a
crossing point of God and man.
The prophet — old or new — was to Heschel a man
of God. "God," the Rabbi wrote, "is raging in the
prophet's words."
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FRANKFORT — It wasn't a bit
new that a spate of bills that have
been defeated numerous times by the
Kentucky General Assembly were introduced opening day last week.
But it also is not unheard of that
one of these legislative scarred bills
becomes law, and a law that is long
needed. The uniform motor vehicle title law
falls into that category. It has been
around every session for more than
20 years and seems to gain a little
more public approval every session.
Kentucky State Police have been
lobbying for this bill for years since
Kentucky is one of the very few
states without such a law and has
been tagged the dumping ground for
stolen automobiles.
The Kentucky County Clerks
_ Association has successfully lobbied
against this bill, complaining that it
would take away an important
sourcesd-their inconte,Their incorne,
like most county officials, depends
upon fees collected by the offices for
their services.
Under the system each county

clerk's office would be linked with a
central computerized system that
would provide vital information
about ownership and even suggests
capability of valuation for tax purposes as well as insurances, liens or
other encumberances.
The long detailed bill would cure a
lot of problems surrounding ownership and title information and be of
particular help to law enforcement
agencies about stolen vehicles.
Its chances of passage looks much
better in this session, for the clerks
are not to be deprived of their fees
and day-to-day contact with
automobile dealers and their
customers.
This bill's long history of
legislative defeat, in several different forms, brings to mind the prolonged fight that Senator C. W. A.
McCann of Louisville had with the
automobile seat belt bill. McCann
spent many of his 24 years in the
Senate pushing for the adoption of his
bill, but never was successful. You
might say that.he was partially suc-

cessful.
The nearest he got to total success
in passing a Kentucky law to require
manufacturers to install seat belts in
cars was in the early 1970s when he
watered it down to requiring anchor
bolts for the belts. The U.S. Congress
robbed McCann of total victory in
time by passing a federal law requiring seat belts and presently there has
been an effort for some few years to
require safety airbags. ,
Another safety bill in the
legislature this year is a requirement
of safety devices for children.
Other bills with histories up this
time are at least two requiring the
election of public 4,chool
superintendents.
Another bill affecting motor
vehicles would reduce the usage tax
for five percent to 2.5 percent. _ _
As always, there are some
members of the legislature this year
who believe that some bad legislation
was passed and they want to repeal
it. One bill one repeal statutes pertaining to requiring four programs to
be included in the curriculum — en-

vironmental education; alcohol and
drug education; consumer education
and career education.
There are still some old fashioned
people around who believe the prime
purpose of public schools is to teach
readin', 'riting', and arithmetic and
the other basic subjects. These supporters believe these fringe subjects
are crowding out the important ones.
A bill that probably will stir up
some opposition from county officials
across the state would require
sheriffs to settle with fiscal court for
excess fees at the same time of their
annual settlement with the viunty for
taxes. The bill also would require
other county officials to settle their
excess fees with fiscal court by
March 15.
Another bill would permit county
officials to invest idle funds, including tax receipts, and require earnings therefrom to be included_in____
their excess fee report and settlement.
These are just a few important bills that may not gain public attention.

Jan. 19 in the past

Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
Editor
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-Motor vehicle title bill no stranger to lawmakers

Ten years ago
Danny Lynn Darnell had enlisted in the United
States Army for three years. He was in training at
Fort Campbell.
Jan Thornton, Marilyn Yarbrough and Becky Jo
Robertson had been initiated into Little Sisters of
Alpha Kappa Psi, men's honorary fraternity at
Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
Almost two inches of snow had fallen the night of
Jan. 18 in Calloway County with more falling Jan.
19. Calloway County schools were not in session.
Ronald H. Kelso and Timothy L. Tidwell were
undergoing recruit training at Naval Training
Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Thirty years ago
The home of Vernon Williams and family, located
just off Concord Highway, had been destroyed by
fire the night of Jan. 15.
Mesdames T. B. Culpepper, Edwin Thurmond,
Hugh Gingles, Kerby Jennings, Claud Miller, Alice
Steely, Toy Brandon, James Harris, J. A. Outland
and Lenice Fisk, Calloway County Homemakers
Club members,and Rachel Rowland, county home.
&mond-ratan agent, were—a attend Farm and
Home Week at Lexington, Jan. 29-Feb 1.

.11.Gene McCutcheon
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the Russian Constitutional Assembly
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday,lan. 19;_the 19th - --In Petrograd.
-day of 1982. There are.361days left in
• In. 1938, Gen. Francisco Franco's
the year.
Nationalist Air Force bombed the
Today's highlight in history:
Spanish cities of Barcelona and
One year ago today, the United
Valencia, killing 700 people.
States and Iran reached final agreeIn 1915, Soviet troops took Cracow,
ment on the release of 52 Americans
in World War II.
Poland,
held for more than 13 months by IraIn
1964,
Attorney General Robert
nian milliards.
Kennedy met in Tokyo with In•
On this date:
donesia's President Sukarno in airefIn 1918, the Bolsheviks dissolved

fort to ease hostilities between Indonesia and Malaysia., _
In 1966 India's new prime minister,
Indira Gandhi, pledged to -follow a
path of non-alignment in world affairs.
Ten years ago, President Nixon
said the United States would get
tough with foreign governments
which expropriated private
American holdings.

Five years ago, in his final day as
the nation's 38th president, Gerald
-Fotd—itsiied a pardon to a Chicago
woman, Iva Toguri D'Aquino, who
had been World War II's "Tokyo
Rose."
Today's birthdays: Singer Dolly
Parton is 36. Baseball player Jon
Matlack is 32.
Thought For Today: Don't marry
for money; you can borrow it
cheaper. — Scottish proverb.
•
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datebook
Women's club will meet
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club
will meet Thursday, Jan. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at
Triangle Inn.
Trooper Richard Wright of the Kentucky State
Police will be guest speaker, according to Euple
Ward,club publicity chairman.

•

Denham named to list
Jolt15enham,son of Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Denham,
Murray, has been named to honor roll for 1981 fall
quarter at Bethel College, McKenzie, Tenn., according to Shirley Martin, college registrar. To
qualify a student must have made an average of
3.50 on 12 or more academic hours.
Denham, a junior religion major at Bethel, is one
of 70 students named to the honor roll. The fouryear liberal arts college is sponsored by
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

Cancer council will meet
Purchase District Cancer Council will meet Monday, Jan. 25, at 7:30 p.m. in the conference room of
Matheson Learning Resource Center, Paducah.
For more information persons may call 1-4421310, according to Martha Hinton, regional coordinator for McDowell Cancer Network.

Clark gives circle program

a:.
••••
S.

S.

Mayrelle Clark presented a program about "Portraits of the Global Family" at meeting of Alice
Waters Circle of First United Methodist Church
Jan. 12 at church. She read scriptures from Matthew and Mark which illustrated Jesus'family.
Eloise King, chairman, presided. Fifteen
members were present. Florence Rains and
Thelma Stockton were hostesses. The February
meeting will be at church with "Call To Prayer and
Self Denial" program.

Reading program planned
An individualized program of reading instruction
designed for remediation or enrichment of reading

IVItirray Ledger & Times
••

Father's manners questioned by daughter

needs will start Wednesday. Jan. 27, at Division of
Reading, Murray State University. Sessions will be
from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m. each Monday and Wednesday
through Wednesday, April 14.
Instructional areas will include word recognition,
readiness comprehension, reading in subject matter areas, study skills, rate of reading and fluency,
according to Dr. Yancey Watkins and Dr. James
Carlin. Fee will be $40, however no child will be
denied services for lack of ability to pay, officials
said. Individuals desiring to enroll a child may call
762-2854.

Xi Alpha Delta has party
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority had a holiday party at Peking Restaurant.
Gifts were exchanged. Approximately 27
members attended with their husbands as guests.

UCM luncheon scheduled
Weekly luncheon of the United Campus Ministry
will be Wednesday, Jan. 20, from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m.
in Ohio Room, University Center, Murray State
University.
Prof. Joe Rose will be the featured speaker. His
subject will be -Issues In Church and State Relationships," according to a UCM spokesman. The
luncheon programs are open to the public.

DEAR ABBY: My
parents are loving, kindhearted people in their
60s, but they have the
worst table manners -Lhave ever seen.
Other family members
have hinted to them over
the years with no success.
Now we either exclude
them from dinners or
make sure we surround
them with people who
know what to expect.
My husband and I and
our two small children
drive 300 miles a couple
of times a year to visit
them. We were there for
Thanksgiving dinner; and
my father once again filled his mouth so full of
food his cheeks were
bulging, then he started
to talk. Abby, I couldn't
understand a word he
was saying, so I asked
him to please not talk
with food in his mouth. He
got so angry he refused to
speak to me the rest of
the visit. When we left
there was a lot of tension.
It spoiled the whole trip
for me.
I feel so bad. I wasn't
mean or disrespectful,
Abby, I just told him not
to talk with his mouth

full. Was I wrong to say
anything? Should adult
children never correct
their parents — no matter
what? We try to teach our
youngsters proper table
manners,- and parents
like mine really make it
rough.
HEAVYHEARTED
DEAR HEAVY: Some
parents accept criticism
gracefully, and some do
not. Unfortunately yours
do not, so if you want to
keep the peace, grit your
teeth and hold your
tongue.

herself whatever she
might (reasonably) want,
a gift of "cleaning up"
her cluttered house. Well,
it's been 12 months and
my gift has yet to be
redeemed.
Why? It's hard to catch
my7 mother at home long
enough to begin the job.
Between her two parttime jobs (she counsels
recovering alcoholics),
her skiing trips to Aspen,
her rafting down the Colorado River and her trips
to various other places,
we've yet to get together.
•••
She has to be there. I'd
never tackle 25 years of
DEAR ABBY: I just accumulation myself. So
had to write after reading what do I do now?
the letter from "GramDARLENE IN L.A.
pa," who mentioned your
DEAR DARLENE:
suggestion for the perfect Thank God for a healthy,
gift to give older active mother and pray
relatives: 'Offer to do that you've inherited
something for them that some of her energetic
they can't do for genes.
.•
themselves. For example: Furniture moved,
DEAR ABBY: It's too
windows and doors late for this year, but I
repaired, pictures and hope you will remind
mirrors hung, trees and your readers to have a
bushes planted,etc."
heart next year and
Last Christmas I took refrain from sending canyour advice and gave my dy, fruitcake, nuts and
70-year-old mother, who home-baked goodies to
has enough money to get friends they know are try-

•

..they stole history!
JOHN 0.051
SEAN CONNEItY

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have been taking medicine
for six years from the same
doctor for high blood pressure. I'm worried about
strokes. The top is always
around 170 to 190 and the
bottom always stays low,
between 70 and 82. Why
can't my doctor give roe
some medication to bring
the top pressure down? He
does not seem concerned
because I feel so good. I
don't realize the top is that
high until I have it taken. I
am a female, 74 years old
--and I weigh 125 pounds. I'm
5-feet-2. I work hard.
DEAR READER — You
might be better off with
your present pressure. That
sounds strange since it is
quite true that your upper
reading is too high. We find
that in people who are in
your age group that lowering the pressure too much
causes other problems for
some.
Your very good bottom
reading of 70 to 82 suggests
one of two causes for your
high _blood pressure. You
may have an increased
amount of blood pumped out
by your heart, particularly
when you are excited, which
will raise the top reading a
lot 'list as vigorous exercise

Lawrence E. Lantb,M.D.
does in an athlete.
the safest and usually the
The other possibility is best thing you can do. Don't
that you may have some try to do it as a crash prostiffening of your aorta, gram or at the expense of a
your large artery. As one good balanced diet.
loses elasticity with age one
gets readings-like yours. You
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
can't decrease the hardening 74, 5-feet-2 and weigh 118
of the aorta with medicines pounds. According to the
and if you lower the pres- charts that is normal for me.
sure to accommodate for it But I have a roll of fat
you might not have enough around my abdomen and
blood flow to vital organs.
loose water and fat in my
The control of blood pres- upper arms. I am in a retiresure and what to do about it ment home and the diet here
is fairly complex and has to is not well balanced. We get
be individualized. I am send- too many carbohydrates and
ing you The Health Letter insufficient protein. I am
number 15-8, Your Vital careful not to eat all of it
Blood Pressure, to give you and I exercise with the TV
more information about it. program each morning but I
Others who want this issue can't get rid of the roll Can
can send 75 .cents with a I get this roll of fat removed
long, stamped, self- by a plastic surgeon?
addressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaDEAR READER — You
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio could but I don't think that is
City Station, New York, NY a good idea. You are not that
10019.
overweight. Remember that
You should be glad you the medical reason for elimfeel so well. High blood pres- inating fat deposits is to lowsure usually does not cause er cholesterol or blood pressymptoms unless you have sure or for some other good
complications. But the best medical indication. Unless
additional aid you may get you have such an indication
to lower your pressure is to the fat is not harmful to you.
lose a little weight. I don't And let's face it, at your age
think you are too heavy but you may have an illness that
in the presence of any high keeps you from eating well
blood pressure it is one of for a short time.

Tuesday,Jan. 19
Meeting of Retirees of
Local 1068 (UAW) has
been canceled.

Wednesday,Jan. 20
Dairy Wives
Alcoholics Anonymous Homemakers Club will
will meet at 8 p.m. in meet at noon at Sirloin
western portion of Stockade.
Livestock and Exposition
Wednesday,Jan.20
Center.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m.
at lodge hall.

4*

Mountain Mission
Truck will be at First
United Methodist Church.

Murray -Calloway
County Hospital AuxMusic Department of iliary will meet at 10 a.m.
Murray Woman's Club.
educational unit of
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at hospital. Coffee will be
clubhouse.
served at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
One-woman show, "An
Independent Woman,"
will be presented at 8
p.m. in Robert E.
Johnso4 Theatre, Murray
State University. Tickets
are ;3 each.
-Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
classroom at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
Thursday,Jan. 21
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will

.By Abigail Van Buren
ing to watch their
calories.
I was doing just great
until all these tempting
no-nos arrived, then I
blew my diet like you
wouldn't believe!
Abby, please print this,
and don't suggest we use
a little willpower. If we
had willpower, we
wouldn't be in the shape
we're in.
PIGGED-OUT IN POTTSVILLE,PA.
DEAR PIGGED-OUT:
Oink,oink!
•••
Everybody needs
friends. For some practical tips on how to be
popular, get Abby's
Popularity booklet. Send
81 plus a long, selfaddressed stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby,
Popularity, 12060
Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
5000, Hawthorne, Calif.
90250.

Mr. and Mrs. James D.
meet at 1:30 p.m. in home
Emerson,
recently marof Delpha Taylor.
ried, were honored at two
Twin Lakers Antique bridal events.
A bridal tea was Dec. 13
Car Club will meet at 7
in
the fellowship hall of
p.m. At Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville. Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Murray. Atten----Murray Women of ding or sending gifts were
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. 35 persons.
Hostesses were
at lodge hall.
Mesdames Bobbie
--Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Burkeen, Eva Dell
of Beta Sigma Phi is Henry, Joe McCuiston,
scheduled to meet at 7:30 Charles Outland, Gwen
Outland, James Outland,
p.m.at Ellis Center.
Edgar Smith, Charles H.
Mothers Day Out will Chaney,Sue Lovett, Elecbe at 9 a.m. at First Bap- ta Fulkrson and James
Chaney.
tist Church.
The groom's parents,
Carol Poe Group of Mr. and Mrs. James R.
First Baptist Church Emerson, Murray, were
Women will meet at 7 hosts for a rehearsal dinp.m. with Mrs. Carl ner at Best Western
Motel, Corydon, Ind.
flosford.
Places were set for 26
Men's Stag Night is persons.
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at
NON-COLLISION
COURSE
Murray Country Club
LINTHICUM, Md.
with E. W. Dennison, Bob
McGaughey, Phil Bryan (AP) — The best exand Gary Havestock in perience for riding a
motorcycle — and lessencharge.
ing chances of an accident — comes first from
rider training courses,
says the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.
The non-profit
organization says six out
of 10 accidents involve
riders with less than one
year's riding experience,
yet only 3 percent of
America's 6 million
motorcyclists has had
any formal training.
The foundation has
developed a comprehenChliaravv's Fashiens
sive course for riders, including eight hours of
classroom instruction on
everything from buying
insurance to what to do if
chased by a dog.

All Fall & Winter
Clothing
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Couple
honored

Community events
Pressure control is complex

Of Murray, Lost 36 Lbs
When You Decide
To Lose Weight
Call
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PRICE
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DIET
CENTER

Gold
Chains,
Bracelets,
Charms

I Did...
And I Lost
36 Pounds
Quickly and Safely
You Can Do it Too!
Slinda's story is typical ot
tens of thousands of men,
women and children who
have learned how to lose
weight and keep it off at Diet
Center. Our program is totally
natural and based on sound
nutrition. You will meet daily
with a counselor who cares
and understands. There ore
no shots, no drugs, no contracts and no pre-packaged
foods.

Op.. 4mee.-se.
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Step oeadder

FINAL MARKDOWN
See our comof
plete c hains,
Bracelets and
Charms in 14K
Gold, specially
priced for
Valentines Day.

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!

Charge It!
Easy Terms
Hurry. Limited Offer

Call today .for a free, introductory _consultation. it couldchange your life!
"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

Our New Location
"The Village"
641 N. 753-0020 Murray, Ky.
Bel Air Ctr.
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75

% OFF

Winter
Merchandise
MADEMOISELLE
SHOP
Court Square
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Program scheduled

Emily-Emerson vows said
Debra Ann Emily and
James D. Emerson of
Hawaii were married
Saturday, Dec. 19, at 4
p.m. at Corydon United
Methodist Church, Corydon, Ind. Parents of the
couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Norman D. Emily, Corydon, and Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Emerson, Murray.
The Rev. J. William
Keith, Jr., officiated at
the double ring
ceremony. A program of
music was presented by
Judy Miller, organist,
Corydon, and Gary
Scheldorf, vocalist,
Louisville.

•

•

She carried a cascading
bouquet of burgundy
roses, white carnations
with burgundy status and
Boston fern.
Kathy Emily, sister of
the bride, was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were
Lisa Emily, also a sister,
and Patty Emily, sisterin-law of the bride.
The attendants wore
identical floor length
gowns of burgundy
organza over polyester`
taffeta. They carried
French bouquets of
burgundy roses, pink carnations with status and
holly leaves.

Tracy Emily and
The bride, escorted to Sherry Smith, nieces of
altar by her father and bride and groom respecgiven in marriage by her tively, were flower girls.
parents, wore a formal They wore floor length
gown of white chantilly flocked beige lace tops
lace over taffeta. It with burgundy velvet
featured a Queen Ann skirts and carried white
neckline with sequins and baskets of pink carnapearls and long sleeves tions, burgundy roses,
with maribo fur. The holly and ivy leaves.
skirt had rows of chantilThe groom chose his
ly lace ruffles and maribo
fur extending into a brother, Gary Emerson,
Murray, as best man.
chapel length train.
Groomsmen were John
Her headpiece was Hunter,
Madison, Tenn.,
highlighted with sequins, and
Bill Scalf, Louisville.
pearls and maribo fur. Dwight
Emily, brother of
She wore a diamond pen- the bride,
was usher.
dant, gift of the groom.
Beverly Lofton kept the

A slide/tape program
on the early settlement of
Trigg and Calloway counties will be presented
Thursday, Jan. 21, at 7:30
p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
The program is part of
a joint project undertaken by Murray State
University's Department
el History and Tennessee
Valley Authority's Land
Between the Lakes. It is
being funded by a grant
from Kentucky
Humanities Council.
The research for the
project was conducted by
Dr. Hughie G. Lawson,
MSU Department of
History. He will discuss
his research and answer
questions after the showing of the slide/tape program.
An exhibit of maps and
drawings related to the
settlement of the two
counties will be shown.
The program will focus
on the origin of settlers
into Trigg and Calloway
counties, their migration
patterns into the area and
the reasons why they
chose to settle in these
particular counties.

guest register. The couple had their photo
albums of Hawaii on a
table decorated with
Hawaiian Antheriums
flown in from Hawaii. All
other flowers used were
made of silk.
A reception followed in
the church basement. A
buffet supper, along with
wedding cake, was served by Linda Smith, sister
of groom, Velda Wolfe
and Barbara Lawder.
Janet Smith, niece of
groom, distributed rice
roses.
After a wedding trip to
Nashville, the couple
spent the holidays with
their parents before
returning Dec. 30 to
Hawaii for a month's
stay. They will later
reside in Nashville where
the groom works with Army Corps of Engineers.
Out of town guests were
W. B. Emerson, Mr. and'
Mrs. Joe Edd Emerson,
Missy Emerson, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Carter, Mrs.
Morgan Garner and
Shane, all of Murray; Mr.
and Mrs. John Hunter,
Madison, Tenn.
Capt. James Cook, the
British explorer, was killed by the natives of the
Sandwich Islands in 1779.

Your
Cromwell Hauge has
Mdu paintings at library
Horoscope

16"
•9

Mr. and Mrs. James D. Emerson

THE ACES'IRA
"Only Mediocrities rise to
the top in a system that
won't tolerate wavemakmg." — L.J. Peter.

G. CORN, JR.

purpose. Declarer's next
heart lead would go to
West's 10 and a fourth round
of clubs would be ruffed by
East's king for one down.

South
111
241
3.
4,

North
241.
2 NT
3V
Pass

The Library Volunteers
organization will host a
reception immediately
following the program
with Robbie Uddberg and
Frances Brown acting as
coordinators of the event.
Anyone interested in
further details or those
who wish to inquire about
program arrangements
may call or write Dr.
Joseph Cartwright, Local
and Community History
Project Director, Department of History, Murray
State UnivIrsity, Murray, Ky.,42071, phone 7622231.
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West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

The long-range goats of
the project are to
stimulate interest in the
entire history of western
Kentucky; to develop
research techniques and
models NT conducting
local and community
history to be employed in
public school social
studies classes and by interested laymen.
The program is designed to appeal to the
general public, especially
those interested in family
history and the history of
the two counties.

Is Happy To
Announce That

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Beverly Warren

Cromwell Hauge, a often the delight of line,
well known local artist, is shape and color even
Will Be Back At
FOR WEDNESDAY,
exhibiting a selection of when it is not an obvious
JANUARY 20, 1982
A tricky defense to get
Leto's Jan. 26,82
Opening lead Club nine
What kind ef day will tomor- her paintings during abstraction, Crawford
four trump tricks? You bet.
January
Calloway
at
Tues. thru Fri
said.
row be? To find out what the
East had to make some However, considering the third trick.
stars say, read the forecast County Public Library.
bidd,
ng, East should have
Hauge said she traces waves to beat today':
given for your birth Sign_
Hauge, a member of her appreciation of line teetering game. Unluckily lound that play after his
Bid with Corn
A New Addition
the Murray Art Guild, is a and mass back to her for him, he chose to go con- queen of trumps held the South holds: 1-19-B ,
.tli
To Our Staff
1947 graduate of the Cin- beginnings at the servative and he missed his
NORTH
1-19-A
AREIM
chance to beat the game.
•Q 7 3
•A 8 5
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 11
44 cinnati Art Academy. As academy where a
Dummy's high clubs won
•85
111J 9 7 6 3
Don't ask friends to join you a result, she is skilled in a favorite teacher, the first' two tricks with
•9 6 3
•AKQJ10
on what should be a special variety of media as oil, Maybelle Stamper, em- declarer discarding spades,
•111 A K J 5 2
Is Now With Us
trip for two. Partnerships pen and ink, pencil, char- phasized two particular and a low heart was led WEST
South
North
EAST
flourish now,though social life coal, watercolor, techniques of beginning from dummy. East split his •K J 2
101
1 NT
+10964
Tues. thru Fri.
2•
is iffy.
2 NT
•K Q 2
lithography, and her drawing. They were con- honors ana quickly .led a •A !O 4
•A 2
•7 5 4
TAURUS
Mon.-Fri. 8-5 Sat. 8-2
favorite media in recent tour drawing and spade in hopes of salvaging +98764
•Q 10 3
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
ANSWER: Three diamonds.
a trick there. Declarer won
according
pastels,
years,
gesture.
skills,"
"These
Or Later
Show the five card diamond
The key to current financial
SOUTH
and led another trump and
S._ .
suit and an aversion to no
progress is work. Avoid all to Pat Crawford, guild Hauge said, -train hand it was all over. The fortuiBy
Appointment
•J9763
and eye to work together tous 3-3 trump break held
trumps. Partner's next call
get-rich-quick schemes and spokesman.
•
-AKQ410
1600
Dodson Ave.
'should clarify the problem.
and to recognize basic the defenders to three
dubious investment proIn addition to her- ex- shapes."
Send
sposals.Close ties are helpful.
bridge
questions
7534282
to
The
Ace•
trump tricks and South's
perience with various
PO Box 13363, Dallas, Texas 75223,
GEMINI
Murray
Vulnerable: Both Dealer with rell-addressed, stamped envelope
Hauge is a charter poor bidding was rewarded
media, Hauge has ex(May 21 toJune 20)
••.
•
•
South. The bidding:
with a plus score.
for reply
A loved one will appreciate perimented with style. member of the guild,
West could have defeated
an invitation to someplace Some of her work could founded May 7, 1967. Her the game by avoiding a
special. You'll be surprised at be called traditional, art exhibit at the library black suit lead, but East
bow quickly your differences because the subject is includes her works com- was the real culprit. After
disappear.
literally understood, but pleted during the past 15 winning the third trick. with
CANCER
his queen of trumps, East
the visual experience is years.
(June 21 to July 22)
should have led his queen of
If the pace is slow on the job,
clubs. Declarer would have
In 1883, a cantilever bridge, almost 500 feet in
why not plan to work overtime
ruffed, dummy's club jack
at home, where you won't be length was opened between the United States and
would have been high, but it
distracted? Begin new Pm Canada at Niagara Falls.
would have served no
jects now.
kwapler ,f.,v
...1 .. . ..
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You may have to choose
Control Satoppiug Center
between utilizing _y.
NW'. DIN.B Arcadia
creative powers and socializ9-4 18••.•Tues. Sit.
Ole
11.11 Wet-Thurs.-Fri.
ing with others. Creativity
Jackets
1/3 Sn
1.5 Si,,,
should take priority.
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Y2 Price
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r
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e
fort, but go after what you
Dresses..
1/2 mu;
want when shopping. Don't
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settle for second best or inAll Nee's
my
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LIBRA
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Pajamas & Brushed
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1/2 Prim
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1/2 Price
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1 2 Price
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Sale
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downplay ego.
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act discreetly.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive and imaginative.
You work well in partnership,
yet at times can be moody and
depressed. A cheerful attitude
and a sense of humor will help
you achieve your greatest success.
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Win!

Win!
NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

Vacations for Two to ORLANDO
INCLUDES: 4 DAYS 3 N HTS AT RAMADA
est
INN DISNEY WORLD (T
D
'Ramada)•R
OF UMOUS
ISNEY WORLD•
DAYS EN
ATTRACTIONS INSIDE.
16 PASSES

The Home of

WORLD

12 OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (One FREE Tour) Kennedy Space Center•Cypress Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame, etc.

Three FREE Vacations For 2(Week-end)
at the Ramada Inn East, Hurstbourne lane, Louisville, Ky.
Includes: Candlelight dinner for two in the brand new "Cristy's".• Sunday
brunch for two • Use of all the Florida forum facilities surrounded by the
aviTh troprearrandsca-ping,(including diving pool,kiddie pool,therapy pool,
sauna room,game room)• Aii taxes and gratuities • Friday evening thru
checkout time Sunday * Children under 18 free (when sharing room with
parents).

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS
l
s s;1

$100 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" 'RULES
1. YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you wish, the areas participating business's displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner. Clearly
print your name, address and phone number on
the "YOUR CHANCE" provided by each participating business and this Newspaper.
2. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be on
adult. Entries are limited to one per adult — per
visit. Employees of this Newspaper etre not
eligible to ploy.
3. ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more-winners each week. The odds of winning depend
on the number of entries. Since this program
is strictly local in nature, the odds are more
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Nationwide program.
4. EACH ENTRY must be on the "YOUR CHANCE"
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be legibly
written or hand printed. Machine duplication
or mechanically reproduced entries will be declared void.
5 THERE WILL U RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS pitootAkt
(A) Each week SUNSHINE AURCIIANTS CIITWICATU will be given away. (Total of
$500.00 for this Program.) All winners
must redeem this certificate no later than
7 days after the official end of this Program.

-till IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION
NERS will be selected from drawings during lost week of the program. (All winners must us* these vacations within 3
months after the end of the Program.)
(C) THREE VACATIONS FOR TWO (2)1 to
Ramada Inn East, Hurstbournis Lone,
Louisville, Ky.
Includes, Candlelight dinner for two in
the brand new "Christy's." Sunday brunch
for two. Gee of all of the Florida forum
facilities surrounded by the lavish tropical
landscaping, (including diving pool, kidpool, sauna room, game
Wtot he
dil—
room.) All ,taxes and gratuities. Friday
evening thru checkout time Sunday. Children under 18 free (when shoring room
with parents). These prima will be given
away at intervals during program.
(D) IN ADDITION, THE WINNERS Of THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the 5th and 10th weeks.
6. NO SUBSTITUTION Of FILMS ALLOWED. Unclaimed prizes will net be awarded. All entries
become the propane' tT-af this Newspaper and
none will be returned.
7 Some Travel Dates and Vacations to Disney
World Not Available.
8 Some Dates on Week-end Vocations Not Available.

(r

▪ ALL WINNERS WIU. U USTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK.
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE 01,10 OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPBC1IVIN NAGIES. AU PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY. THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE!
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PlUZES VITTHIN THE TIME SPECWIED.

• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED. Winners names will be published every week
in the store's advertisement where they won. You must read the ads every week
to find out if you have won. If you are a winner your name and address will
appear in the advertisement and you have four days to notify the newspaper.

.•,..-••••••••••••
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• Tradition, mood of conservatism
included in investment decorating
By BARBARA MAYER
One such museum colAP Newsfeatures
lection will debut this sprFads are always with ing, when reproductions
us. But, decorativoly of selected items from the
speaking; 1982 is shaping Winterthur Museum in
up as a year in which Delaware are introduced.
long-lived styles — counAlong with a growth of
try furniture, traclltional interest in traditional and
reproductions and'quiet period decoration, there
good taste
is now a corresponding
predominate.
higher valuation being
"These days, put on traditional areverything costs so chitectural detailing.
much. Furnishing a home
"Where they have a
is too serious a 'business choice, people are
to do it according to gravitating towards older
short-term fads," ex- apartments and homes
plained Joann Barwick, with architectural
editor of House Beautiful details, interesting
magazine.
moldings, unusually
"We can't in good cons- shaped rooms and wincience urge readers to dows — rooms with
decorate their homes character, in other
with objects that will be words," said Ms. Bardated before the rooms wick.
have even been comA primary reason for
pleted."
The editor said high
costs, a mood of conservatism, and an increasing number of products
reproducing the best of
the past would combine to
make 1982 a year in which
what she calls. "investBy ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
ment decorating" , will
predominate. Of necessiQ. — This year, for the
ty, consumers now view first time, I began using
their furnishings pur- those spray cans that
chases as investments to have the paint already in
be cherished over many them. I have surprised
years,she said.
even myself by getting
Country -style .good results, but one
decorating, already thing has bothered me. I'
among the most popular, seldom use a full can at
will continue to be the one time and, when I put
look most of her it away and come back to
magazine's readers will it a couple of weeks later,
select. According to Ms. I find the spraying nozzle
Barwick, products to br- is clogged with paint.
ing this decorative style Sometimes I am able to
to ffuition are definitely clear it, sometimes not. A
neighbor of mine says he
on the increase.
"We have been sug- read somewhere earlier
gesting that manufac- this year about a little
turers produce authentic trick that prevents that
country pieces in light kind of clogging, Out he
woods with scrubbed doesn't remember exactfinishes for several ly what it was. Do you,
know?
years."
A. — The article- unAt the most recent national furniture market, doubtedly told about the
she said she had been method of turning the
pleased to see new spray can upside down
scrubbed-pine pieces for a few seconds, then
from . several sources. spraying for another few•
,One of the great appeals seconds while the can is
of country -style in that position. Wipe the
decorating is that it nozzle well with a clean
mixes the.old and the new iv, replace the cover
and is appropriate in both and put the can away uncity and country, unlike til you are ready to use it
other styles which are again. This isn't a sure
more suitable in one way of preventing clogging, but it works most of
place or the other.
No matter how appeal- the time.
--ing it is, however, one
Q. — A couple of years
style cannot suit
everyone. Those in- ago, when there was
dividuals who don't opt much commotion about
for rustic country in- saving water, my husteriors may well choose band put two bricks into
to reproduce the 18th cen- the toilet tank in our
tury in some rooms in the master bedroom. He had
home. A growing number heard that it was one way
of museum-reproduction of saving water. Lately,
collections of 18th- we have been having
century furniture, fabric trouble flushing the tank.
and accessories is ex- It seems to work all right,
pected te be available in but doesn't do the job
completely. I think the
1982,

the appeal of the past is the usual sofa and chair
simply that it wits a time seating in living rooms,
when objects were chosen and rich painted finishes
for the home because and trompe l'oeil designs
,on woodwork, walls and
they were pretty.
Interest in pretty furniture.
Where basic furrooms and pretty objects
to put in them has pro- nishings are used over a
bably never been higher. long period of time, the
"Soft pastel colors, role of accessories is to
especially lavender and provide a change of atthe various shades of mosphere and to freshen
blue, are popular now and a room grown boring over
show no signs of the years.
"The right accessories
diminishing,"she said.
Floral-pattern fabrics, are so important today.
polished English chintz, Yet it is difficult to
small figured prints and describe precisely how
luxurious-feeling fabrics they, can be used to upalso are part of the em- date a room," said Ms.
Barwick.
phasis on the pretty.
"We often suggest our
There are other indications that the trend to the readers seek several
pretty will continue. dramatic pieces instead
Some of these include the of a larger number of
use of the glamorous small things that create
chaise longue in place of less of an impact."

Here's the Answer
bricks have something to
do with it, but he says
they don't, because otherwise they would have affected the flushing action
ever since he put them in
the tank. Who is right? By
the way, our tank is very
old and has a metal float
ball.
A. — It's not a question
of who is right, but what
is causing the trouble.
From the standpoint of
logic, it would seem that
the bricks are not responsible, otherwise there
would have been too little
water in the tank from
t first day the bricks
ent red the picture.- But
there may be something
else that is reducing the
amount of water entering
"the -tank, in which case
the presence of the bricks
is making matters worse.
For instance, if the connecting rod to the float
has become bent, it may
be shutting off the flow of
water into the tank too
soon. See if the water in
the tank is rising high
enough-to be an inch or
two below the top of the
overflow pipe. If the
water shuts off when the
level is much lower than
that, the connecting rod
will have to be bent upward, very carefully, just
enough so that the'Water
coming into the tank will
rise a bit but not so high
that it begins to run into
the overflow pipe. If your
husband does not want to
try bending the pipe to
correct the problem, it
may correct itself merely
by removing the two
bricks. This action alone
will bring more water into the tank.

brickwork soon. The article! intend to use for the
instructions keeps referring to striking. What does
that mean when it comes
to brickwork?
A. — The joints in
brickwork are finished by
striking, a term used
describe the process of
pressing the trowel
against the joint and
drawing it across the surface of the mortar. This is
done vertically, then
horizontally. While ordinary flush joints are acceptable, a more professional look can be given
to the job by making
them concave.

• Q. — We live in an old
house. A steam-heating
pipe runs up from the
basement through the kitchen. Lately, when my
husband works in the
basement and Uses woodfinishing materials, an
odor seeps up through the
place where the pipe
passes through the kitchen floor. I could put
tape or something around
the pipe at the floor, but it
seems this would only be
a temporary solution. Do
you have any suggestion?
A. — There should be a
metal collar around the
pipe where it comes up
through the floor. If there
isn't, which seems to be
the case, get one. They
are sold in hardware
stores. Get a size that fits
around the pipe fairly
securely, but not too
tightly. Before attaching
it (there is an opening in
the metal so this procedure is easy), put some
insulating material
around the edges of the
— I have_ to_ do_sorne hole._ _

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Few wood finishes can
compare with shellac
when it comes to versatility. It can be used
strictly as a sealer, as an
fuinndeh
is rcoat or as a final

face of grit residue.
There are two kinds of
shellac sold in most
stores, although some
other varieties are
available at dealers who
deal with professionals.
They are white and
orange. The white actually is not white, but clear
and is the most widely used. The orange is good
when you want a slightly

darker color that does not
hide the grain.
It you apply shellac and
wind up with a finish that
is cloudy or sticky, the
shellac was probably applied under high humidity
conditions. It should be
used in a dry room with a
temperature of about 70
degrees Fahrenheit. If
it's a damp, wet day, be
sure the windows are

closed. A sure way to
remove the clouding of a
shellac-coated surface is
to brush on some
denatured alcohol very
lightly.
Two other causes of a
poor result are applying
the shellac just as it
comes out of the container, without dilution,
and using shellac that is
too old.

Despite this, a precaution that was unnecessary years ago
must now be taken. When
shellac is used under
another finishing product, a check must be
made to determine
whether it is compatible
with that other product.
This is because of the
large variety of new,synthetic finishes now on the
market. The label will tell
you whether shellac is a
no-no as an underioat.
Most of the time, shellac
works very well with
other finishes.
f• ,vegc
•
The popularity of
59-s
shellac has remained
e---f
bedroom level
living level
high over the years
because of its versatility,
clarity, ease of applica•
dining te,roCe---t-t.
tion, attractive apTpearance and quickVASTER
BEEROom
drying ability. Its disadslid giassObois
7 3.. 3.•
vantages are that it is not
FORMAL
kitCHE
DINING ROOM
heat-or waterproof and
breakfast
,4,12
11-0 a 12.-0
has a relatively short
rail
own
shelf life. For the last
reason,it should never be
J
bought in large quantities
balcony
down to
unless it will be used in
fFly
r‘.1
six months.
Shellac is best used
LIVING ROOM
when diluted with
i4-0
BEDROOM 2 BEDROOM
'BEDRoom
denatured alcohol. Wood
,4 0
10
8 4.K 10-8
oc>8
bow window
finishers have favorite
mixtures. When becoming acquainted with
shellac, use it in a 50-50
mixture with the alcohol.
Later on, as you get
familiar with its many
uses, you will determine
,--entrance
how much alcohol to use
t.
for different-purposes.
s4oken
GARDEN
Most people like, the
nrsieltng gloss
natural gloss of shellac,
•
(Joon
but if you don't, the gloss
SHOP or
can be cut down with
RA tellilul_nYin e
n 0114
RO
steel wool or by rubbing
;ROOM
'4-10 • .3.5 *
.9
with pumice and rotap to
tut
tenstone in the powdered
•forna. If the powdered
abrasive is used, apply it
gently with water or oil.
When it is desired to retain the natural gloss, rub
on a coat of paste wax or
a liquid polisher which
has some of the ingredients of paste wax. •
Because shellac dries
so quickly, several coats
can be applied in one_day, _
When wood has been
sanded just before the application of the first coat,
it should be wiped with a
A SUNKEN FAMILY ROOM is one of the features of this
little denatured alcohol
before starting that coat.
split-level home. The room-sized foyer takes no space from
Between coats, a light
living or sleeping levels. There arc four bedrooms. Plan
sanding to remove any
HA1138M has 1,727 square feet on the living and bedroom
imperfections is recomlevels and 511 on the foyer level. For more information write
mended although it isn't
— enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope — to Master
always necessary. Use a
dry brush to rid the surPlan Service, 89 East Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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For all your Travel Reservations Coil,
•
•
•
I Marjorie and Bill Major •
•
•
•
•
7S3-0880
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• American and International Traveltime
•
•

We Still Have
A Good Selection
Of Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables

•

representing

•

imsji••••••••••••• •afo

•Our health insurance
policy provides the
following benefits.
Does yours?

•No knut on your hospital room up to
semeprivate rate
•No hmrt on your operation and expenses up to
$1.000.000
•No osmoses, excitor Preensbncl
are eitoluded
•Can be written on adults. ages 19-60. and
dependent children under age 19
•Higher oeductibles and lower benefit amounts
than those shown here (nay be written

Shelter's Comprehensive
Hospital-Surgical-Medical
Insurance Polky.
SHELTER LIFE INSUKANCI. COMPANY

DAN McNUTT
522 MAIN 753-0445

SHELTER INSURANCE (formerly MFA)

All the Shield

ou'll ever need.

•

DPY AVAILABLE

6 Month Certificates
money
Effective January 19 Thru 25th 1982

21
/
2 Year Certificates

•DoCtor vises and prescription &AP
ere included

NNW

001

13.352%

•We oar 60% of neat 82.000 expenses and
100% of remaining.expenses up to maximum
benefits of 61 060,000

Stilt TII

•
•

in the least
Get the most for your
amount of time...minimum of $10,000!

•
$100 cikluctible Der Per3011 per WM%

D

(furter Pound-Pure
Ground Beef

,

•

fl .a4ø0:0
Patties si 988
6116
1411.11.11ox

Frosty Acres 20 Lb. Box

$1699

Baby Limas 20 lb. Box Mixed

$1 399

Vegetables
Whole Hog

Sausage Patties

6 lb. Box

14:75%

200 1.1);To 275 Lb.

Effective January 18 thru Feb. 1, 1982

Sides of Choice Beef

murky Federal
avings & Loan
Wholesale & Retail Meat
GIBSON HAM CO.
Asso.
Guaranteed Tender

No Chore* For Owing, Wroopia.
& Freositg

1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
"Your Future Is Important To Us."

'07 N. 3rd S.

P6m. 753-1601 sOuRS;7:00-5:00 Alec •Fri.

Ws Accept Food
ShimPs

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray "

•
•

•

$899

.1;
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Open Daily 9-9;

•

Sunday 12-6,

The Soong Places...

HOME

BALE

Wed.thru
Sat.

3

K mart. ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POUCY
Our lam wriendon a to here Garry edam/Med Porn in siocii On Our shelves
an
advertised item is nor evadable tor purchase due to any unforeseen reason,
K mart we issue a Run Check On request
for Ow merchandise lan• lam Or
llsistsily quantity)to be purdeeed at the
see pnc• etienevier inee
or wail sell
you a somparable quality lam al•corresrabie neducien in pros

.27Twin, Flat Or Fitted
No-iron Polyester/Cotton Sheets
Long-wearing. 130 threcickper sq. in
Our Double, Flat or Fitted
4 17
Our Queen, Plot or Fitted
5 57
Our King, Flat Or Fitted
S 02
Our Standard Pillowcase, Pr.,
2 47
Our King Size Pillowcase, Pr.,
3 Oil

In White

...

1.97

11
Includes Lamps, Wiring
Supplies, All Hardware
White Baked-enamel Steel

6.66

Ea.
Our Reg. 8.96
Vanity Lamps To Enhance Any Decor
In handsome maple finish with white
cotton or burlap shade. Metal base.

11.96

4e" Utility Shoplift,
Chain, hooks, plug includec

$3
36" Round
Unlit 2 Pkgs.
99,

2 3

3.48.

M24"
Our Reg.
And
2.97-5.76
.
.
Rico Straw Doormat Or Round Rug
50 Plastic Trash Can Liners
Natural color doormat. Sturdy, handy. 30x37" liners fit a 20-30 gallon can.
Two-tone woven rug is perfect anywhere. Of durable, 1.5-mil thick plastic. Save.
1.76

TTI
4.

.9
111/lhafl

kateX one coat
I Paint
leble
K MART U1111710 WARRANTY
5 year durability trorrantiolrotoriaeaublUi 5-Yeat
oluVatl
..,...ch
yr .
or .
iiPr:orTs'i
pne. °CAPON°.
snail bit rowed sorely to rotund
ovsi

Save 790

Save 600

Our Reg. 1.78

Our Reg.2.57

Jumbo-pack Northern Napkins

10-oz." Bag Jumbo Cashew Nuts

256. 12x13/
1
4" 1-ply, paper napkins in a variety of colors. Soft and absorbent. Super savings

Tasty salted jumbo cashew halves. Great for
entertaining: a nutritious snack. 1O-oz.
'bag.
'Not al

4

1.76

Our Reg. 2.47
Kryions Decorator Spray,Enamel
Interior/exterior use. White, colors.
'Piet at.

6.96

a

Save it

(Gol.
Our Reg. 10.96
K marts Premium Latex Wall Paint
Covers in one coot, goes on easy and
wipes clean. White and custom lints.

SUPER SAVINGS ON AUTOMOTIVE AND SPORTING GOODS
On Sato Mon.Thru Sat.

On SO* Mon.Thru Sat.
sEavictsimam*:

Men's
Sizes

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1 Install new K rnart• points. rotor.
condenser and molar brand Pioall
2 -Set-ceiveliciricledlust-carburetor
Idle
3. Time engine
4 Diagnostic engine analysis

Color ond
Weight
Selection

19.97-Custom Fitting. OrlIbnp
Inclurdod With Purchase

Our Reg.27.97

Sporting
Goods
Dept

Our Reg. 10.88

Sweat Shirt
Cotton/acrylic,
zip-front hood.

11-cyl Cart 58 More
Am-conditioned Cars $2 More
Oreokeriess Systems. $.4 less

"Limited 3 Month Free
Replacement: Limited
Ith -111th Month
Proroto Adjustment
-Wariantsi
4./aa •valside or sate

With Exchange
Our 58.88

adellanal ports and Waco ash°

Sale Price

4-Cylinder Tune-Up
Many U.S. cars, additional parts, services extra

1. Install front diec broke
pods and brake linings on rear wheels
drums and "
Resurface
2.
true rotors
3. Inspect front calipers
4. Rebulid rear wheel
cylinders K possible
replace. It necessary.
at additional parts
co
astnrir wheel
er
5. RoPOCk inner and
outer bearings
6. Inspect master
_ _cylinder
7. Replace front grease
tools
R. Refill hydrouNc system

Sale Price

33."
44.97

311.111

-4407- 3107
47.97 40.97
49.97
Si.,,

42.97
44.97

Dim/Drum Brakes
Many U.S. cars: light
trucks, imports higher.
senwmieerric shoes$10 mom
Ackleonal parts IMPIVICIla am extra.

2-_or 4-door
or bucket seat style

110A78'4-ply Polyester Cord Whitewall
Our Reg.39.97

Save
3.91

Plus F.E.T.1.5na.
Mounting included - No Trod in Required

H D Shocks For Many US.Cars
Fits many cars.

Carryout 6.66 Ea
Your Choice
Our Reg. 138.88

Sale Price

Our Reg. 13.b8

Flashlight
Heavy-duty: uses
2 "D" batteries.'

Savings On Deluxe Auto Seat Covers
Your choice of foam-backed polyester
in-two-tone colors. 2/4-dbor or bucket
style.

Our Reg.68.88
Pushbutton AM/FM
Cassette Stereo
Deluxe 5 preset pushbuttons. Cassette tapei player.
Our Reg. 44.11111-49.16, 3Way Speakers .... Pr. 37.Ni

BEST

OPY

V

_
•

11:F.9 THE MI NH Al. K.) I.F:DGEH & TIMES.Turmlay. Januail 19.1912
2
.

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6
-

The Saving Place°

Sa•1111•11

ME
BALE

z0
FLEX
BALSAM
MORN
amlOw

S
41.

•
24-oz. Bottle
K mail® Shampoo
Has ph balance

Save On K mart"'
Baby Shampoo
bottle
16-oz

1.77 97
Listerminr
Mouthwash
Fresh breath 24 oz •

Mint-flavored
Mouthwash
32 oz • K mart's'

*F1 oz

• Fl oz

3.771.67
225 Buffered •
225 BufferirV
Aspirin Tablets Alpirin Tablets
For pain relief. K mart!' brand

CLEANS
LIP to four
9.12ft
RUGS

ad?

RE

ta

1.76

Your Choice

I

g

16-oz.' Aerosol
Scotchguarcr.
rotects fabric

2

Our Reg.
2.88
Spray Fabric
Protector
K mart ss' 16 oz.*

$3 $2

Our Reg.
2.58
BisseP Liquid K mart® Liquid
Rug Shampoo Rug Shampoo
In /
1
2-gal. size. Concentrated./
1
2 gal.

Our
Reg.
2.36

Save! Fresh Start'

Bars
Cashmere Bouquet' Soap

Household Cleaners

Concentrated laundry detergent for a clean wash 20 of

T-oi.* beauty bars for a
cleaner complexion. Both-size.

16-oz• Dow'
, oven cleaner or
174az bathroom cleane Sove

Ii

•Nel of

-

'Net wt

N411 WI

•Net wt

SAVE ON QUALITY FOOTWEAR AND APPAREL AT K MART
Sizes 32A-3$C

ON SALE NOW THRU JAN.31
Men's
Sizes
S-XL
Our Reg.
3.96-4.22
Fashion Bras
Easy-care styles._

$

•

••••

Your Choice
111
Our Reg.4.96
Misses' Winsome Terry Tops
Top off your casuals with polyester terry in great styles. Misses'.

Men's Hooded Sweat Shirt C\ ja't
Of easy-care blended fabric:-;
Zip-front. pockets. Solid color

AN Styles Not in All Stores

speciai Purchase

.!) Girls'
:Sizes $
iv
4-14

„.,„„1„„,,

Regular Prices 1_6 97 to 54 97

Screen-print
Toes Om Olds
Great styles in
spun polyester.

Your Choice
Special Puichase

(V77)
Our Reg.
Low Prices

, Special Purchase

$6

Ia.

Misses'Coordinates
Skirts, pants, vest, jacket and
print blouses. Dacron polyester.
•TM al DuPont Corp

Olds'Spring
TwiN Pants
Cotton. !Soh/ester/cotton. 7-14.
Our $6, Similar
Styles,4-6X..$5

usiSocks
"

MOEN

Now from 12.73 to 41.33

OUR ENTIRE LINE OF OUTDOOR BOOTS,
INCLUDING OUR
LEATHER TEXAS STEER* BRAND
Copyright 19112 by K than' Corporation

4.77

6-pr. Pkg.
Our Reg,5.68
Crew-length Tube Socks For Him
Orlon,̀acrylic/stretch nylor F- t lc‘ 1 3
Our 4.97, Soys' 9-11 Tube Socks, 3.77

'Du Pont Reg TM

41,

-

a-

a
•••••••••••••T

•

OPY AVAILABLE

41.

_
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CCHS standout stars at Texas Tech

Lubbock life appeals to Ross
Call her Dexter, Re-Re
or Kentucky,- a Rose by
any other name is still a
-•
•
The newest Rose added
to Texas Tech's bountiful
assortment of athletic
talent comes from the
Bluegrass state via
Hoosier land. Rose Ross'
basketball beginnings go
lback to the seventh
grade, when her best
friend's dad coached
their team.
"He told me then that
by the time I got out of
high school, colleges and
universities would be offering athletic scholarships for women. He said
I could pay my way
through school by playing
basketball," Ross said.
While at Calloway

County High School, Ross
participated in crosscountry and track as well
as basketball. Those were
the only sports that girls
could participate in and
Ross made the best of it
as she qualified for state
in cross-country her
junior and senior years
And track her sophomore,
junior and senior years.
Her skill in basketball
earned' her CCHS' MVP
award, a spot on the AllRegion team, best performer at' the regional
tournament and
Honorable Mention AllState.
Ross traveled - to InRose Ross
diana to play her first two
years of college ball at
Vincennes Junior Col- a school record, which
lege. As a guard, Ross set still stands, for 28 con-

secutive free throws. She justments to make. At the
also went down in the junior college level, that
record books as the players were smaller and
fourth highest scorer in quicker. Ross did a lot of
the school's history with ball handling and driving
610 points. Her outstan- the lane at VJC.
ding play on defense
"Our offense was agearned her the Best gressive and made things
Defensive Player Award happen. Here at Tech we
in 1980.
wait for things to happen.
Our plays are very
After ending her career disciplined. There's a lot
at VJC, Ross came to of hold the ball, and pass
Tech primarily through
to the open man," said
the recommendation of
Ross. "My outside shot
her junior college coach.
has improved a loisince I
Ross said that she wanted
don't go inside
to play at a Division I
anymore."
school and heard through
Ross hopes that her
her coach that Tech needed guards. So ROSS pack- playing time increases at
ed her bags again and Tech and said,"I feel like
I can play with the rest of
headed for Texas.
the team and that I can
Upon arriving in Lub- contribute to the team efbock, Ross had many ad- fort."

Top teams remain steady in AP poll,
Murray Lady Tigers fall to 19 in state
By CHARLESiVOLFE
Boone County rockA Henry Clay, despite being one notch to 11th. Belfry
Associated Press Writer Erlanger Scott 71-54 and clobbered 62-47 by dropped a 53-44 decision
LEXINGTON, Ky. Marshall County Frankfort Western Hills to Sheldon Clark in the
(AP)-- Boone County re- demolished previously in the Lady Kat Invita- LKIT opening round and
mained—unbeaten Au -14:
-I4thrlariked Murray 74- tional Tournament title skidded from 10th to 12th
games and retained its 33.
game at the University of at 8-L
No. 1 rating in The
Also keeping their posi- Kentucky. Both teams
No. 13 Warren East, 13Associated Press girls' tions from a week ago now are 11-2.
2, jumped two spots by
high school basketball were No. 3 Shelby CounLouisville Moore was 7- polishing off Auburn, 61poll, but runnerup Mar- ty, 11-1; No. 4 Laurel 1 after a 47-39 loss to 44, and McCreary County
shall County was a scant County, 11-2, and No. 5 Assumption and fell from Central, 67-36. Also adtwo points behind.
Louisville Mercy sixth to eighth. The LKIT vancing two places was
Boone-County received Academy,13-3.
triumph rocketed 14th-ranked Webster
five of the 10 first-place
Ballots were cast Western Hills from 13th County, despite a 51-49
_ votes __and. _totaled 190 _before Monday's games.
to ninth. Franklin Coun- LKIT loss4o Henry Clay.
points in balloting by
Elizabethtown erased ty, 12-1 after a 64-48 vic- The Trojanettes are now
sportswriters and broad- North Hardin 79-50, re- tory over Clark County, 13-3.
casters. Four votes and mained unbeaten in 11 was up a grade to round
Corbin lost a heart188 points :went to Mar- starts and rose from out the top 10.
breaker to Whitley Counshall Countf,111-1.
Warren Central, 11-1, ty, 61-60, and plunged
seventh to sixth.
Nothing .else was dose
Also advancing one received the remaining
_ for tither team, however. spot wortle.7. Lexington No..1 ballot sandmoyed up

PLAYED ANYWAY — Calloway County's Lady Lakers (pictured here
against Farmington) hosted Ballard Memorial Tuesday night in the only local
varsity basketball action. Murray High postponed its girls game with
Mayfield and will reschedule it at a later date. Both CCHS and MHS boys
teams will play tonight, according to school officials. CCHS travels to Marshall County while MRS hosts Farm
_ Steftptioto_hy.Jim Rector

Sports at a glance
__.Kohde 6-3, 3-6, 7-6; and USA-Mobil indoor track
TENNIS
SEATTLE (AP) — Kate--Latham. a late en- andfield_firand P.riar eirSharon Walsh upset trant who replaced the cuff_
Leslie Allen 6-4, 6-3 in the ailing Candy Reynolds,
Lewis received 10
first round of an Avon defeated' Australia's points _for winning his
Dianne Fromholtz, 6-2, 6- event and 20 borus points
Tennis Tournament.
In other matches, 3.
for setting a worIsLindoor
Yvonne Y...errnaak of
TRACK AND FIE.LD
best of 28 feet, 1 inch.
NEW YORK iAPi — Heiring also got 10 points
South Africa, beat Great
Britain's Anne Hobbs, 6- Long jumper Carl Lewis for winning -the 1,5007, 6-1, 6-4; Wendy White and race walker Jim meter walk and 20 points
defeated Bonnie Gadusek Heiring earned 30 points for breaking the. indoor
6-2, 6-7, 7-5; Lea An- apiece fr5iin Saturday's record with a time of 5
tonopolis eliminated Jane U.S. Olympic Invitational minutes,27.1 seconds.
Thomas 3-6, 6:1, 6-4; Bet- meet attast Rutherford.
Billy Olson, winner of
sy Nagelsen outlasted N.J. alid^-share the-points the 'pole vault at 18-6, an
'Nita Germ_any's Claudia lead/In Ihr.._1,982110b4ML__American.record wne_in..

third place with 20 points.
- SKIING
BADGASTEIN,
Austria
— 'Holly,
Flanders won her first
World Cup race, placing
first _ in the downhill
ahead of Austrian
veteran Lea Soelkner.
Flanders covered the
3,016-meter Gra ukogel
Trail in one minute, 57.54
seconds, edging the
Austrian by 31 onehundredths of a second.
BASEBALL
CINC114-NATI

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

A fire of undetermined
origin that destroyed the
home of veteran Johnny
Bench of the Cincinnati
Reds resulted in an
estimated $6 50,000
damage,according to fire
officials.
Bench was in Palm Springs, Calif., for the Bob
Hope Desert Golf Classic
when the fire occurred
Saturday. Firemen said
they saved some of Bench's baseball trophies
and the sports car that
_was parked in the_ garage
of his home.
PRO BASKETBALL
NEW _YORK LAP) -Boston forward Larry
Bird, who averaged in
double figures in scoring,
rebounding and assists
last week, was named
National Basketball
Association Player of the
Week for the period, ending Jan.17. It was his second such award this

season.
In his four games, Bird
averaged 28.5 points, 14.5
rebounds and 10.3 assists
per game while leading
the Celtics to three victories. His top overall
performance included 28
points, 19 rebounds and a
career-high 15 assists in a
116-95 triumph over
Atlanta Jan.13.

National Leader

in his profession

Swim
Last

now

88
Diagonal Phan

Your Choice'

BOOSTER
CABLE
_Premium quality 10gauge cable is a full 12 ft.

1 Q whde
now2Ea. Suppkes
,{itst
61
/
2-In. PLIERS
Your choice of long-nose

Tangle.,nreen,..w/solid
copper contacts, steel
springs,
shock-proof
ST1012
handles.
Nomme
m.
UANTM(S

in_g areas, or diagonal
pliers for cutting w,re
very •lose.
216/26S
OUANTffIES UMITE0

now

988

rstiu
DELUXE
BATH SCALE
Dial features easy-to-read
numbers. Extra-large
platform in attractive
keystone shape. Vinyl
mat wipes clean Brown,
white.,
8810
OUANTMES LIMITED

Riepe runs over
CCHS girls again
in Tuesday win

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County's
Lady Lakers couldn't
stop Ballard Memorial's
Kim Riepe Dec. 10 and
Tuesday night she was
loose again.
Riepe led the Lady
Bombers to their second
win over Calloway County this season 54-39. The
HOCKEY
NEW YORK (AP) — Dec. 10 CCHS loss was by
Calgary Flames goalie the score 49-35.
"We couldn'tstoplier,"
Pat Riggin, who recorded
one shutout and allowed said CCHS coach Gloria
only 10 goals in four Friedgen. "If she didn't
games, was named Na- get the shot and one of her
tional Hockey League teammates took one from
Player of the Week for the outside, she was in
the first time in his position to get the rebound. We tried sagging
career.
The Flames were 3-1 back on her in the zone
last week, losing to Van- with both our guard and
couver 5-1, then defeating center, but we couldn't
Los Angeles 5-2, Pitt- stop this girl.".
The game was played
sburgh 4-0 and Colorado
at CCHS' Jeffrey Gym
5-3.
although Calloway officials attempted lo call
the game off due to icy
weather conditions.
Riepe, who canned 19
points in the Lady
Bombers' previous win
"over CCHS, racked up 25
in the victory last night.
Jonna Vaden assisted
with 11.
No Lady Lakers -hit
double figures although
both Rachel Lamb and
Mimi.Todd Connected on
eight apiece. Patty Doyle
led all CCHS rebounders
with seven.
Ballard opened with a
press against the Lady
Lakers, a move Friedgen
said her girls were expecting.
Washer, Jamie D., FIC
"W_e handled the press
Field Representative
well. We broke through
Murray, KY 753-4377
several times and had the
shots but we just didn't
This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
make them. We shot 40
has earned national recognition for excellence, provid- percent from the' field
ing outstanding service for his Woodmen members. which is one of our goals.
"The FAMILY Fraterlity"6
I guess we just didn't
4
shoot enough," Friedgen
explained.
Frank Haneline's gitls
advanced to a 16-8 adI ioMe
e. Woodmen 'tower • Omaha
vantage in the first period

Get to know your neighbor. He's a

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

from ninth to 15th at 11-5.
The victory helped
Whitley County, 14-2, into
the No.20 spot.
Rowan County, 10-r,routed Raceland 88-45
and moved from 18th to .
16th. Todd County Central, 9-0, was idle and
jumped from 19th to 17th.
Barren County, 10-2,
thrashed Green County
65-23 but slipped a space-to 18th. Murray, 7-2,
nosedived five notches to - -19th after its loss to Marshall County.
Casey County, 20th a
week ago, dropped out of
the standings.

and stretched their lead
to 34-16 by halftime.
Both teams played
even in the third frame
scoring 10 each, and the
Lady Lakers finished
strong by out-scoring
their hosts 13-10 in the
final quarter.
The Bomber damage
had been done, though,
and the Lady Lakers slipped in their second consecutive game. CCHS
currently stands at 3-5 _
overall.
Friedgen, whose husband Ralph has accepted
a football coaching position at Maryland,said the
prospect of her leaving at
the end of the season
didn't 'affect her girls'
play Tuesday night.
The CCHS coach will
remain with the team
because, "I owe them
some continuity here,"
she said.
Friedgen said she told
her girls of the situation
before it was publicly announced Friday and met
with her seniors afterwards.
"This team has had
three coaches in the last
four years — a situation
that's really out of my
control. But I sat down
with my senior
ballplayers and told them
they were in the same
situation as I am — one
year to go. I told them we
would be needing their
leadership abd support no
matter what happens,"
Friedgen said.
CCHS' next game will
be at St. Mary's Thursday night. The Calloway County Lakers will see
action tonight when they
host district foe Mershon
County.
CALLOWAY COUNTY 13111
Overbey 1 114 I; Hoke 3 0-2 11; Doyle?
544; Lamb 3 2-21; Houghton 0 1-3 1,
Todd 3 2-21; Herndon 3141; Trees tip)
Total,— 175431
BALLARD MEMORIAL(S)'
Riepe 5425, Leigh 30-111; Lankin
044; Vadat 724 11; Kendrick 1 342.
Renfro,104 3
Totals 20 13-20 54
Halftime' CCHS 16, RMHS 54
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MStts Green
earns OVC's
player award
NASHVILLE, Tenn. 4APJ — Murray State guard
Glen Green scored 43 points in two games last week
to earn Ohio Valley Conference college basketball
Player of the Week honors.
Green, a junior, hit a season-high 23 points in
leading Murray to its win over Eastern Kentucky,
and poured in 20 points in his team's victory against
Morehead State.
Green made good on 15 of 29 field goal attempts
and 13 of 14 free throw opportunities while also handing out 10 assists, hauling down 10 rebounds and
making two steals.
Green is from Henderson, Ky.
Pat Day, of Austin Peay, was named OVC rookie
of the week for his role in games against Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead.
Day,a freshman guard from Louisville, Ky.,canned 25 points, got eight rebounds, was credited with
three assists, got one steal, blocked a shot and committed just three turnovers.
The OVC women's basketball player of the week
is Donna Stephens,of Morehead State.
Stephens collected 36 points and 22 rebounds in
MSU's two road wins over Murray State and Austin
Peay. Her best effort was 23 points and 16 rebounds
against Murray State.
Stephens is a senior from Somerset, Ky.
The OVC plgyers of the week are selected by
league officials based in Nashville.
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Hall explains tactics

Kentucky's keep-away brings boos
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Dirk Minniefield
and Dicky Beal had just
gone into their keep-away
act against Alabama
when a lusty chorus of
boos rained from the
Rupp Arena stands.
The paying public, it
seemed, was unhappy
about Kentucky Coach
Joe B. Hall's decision to
sit on a 14-point lead with
two minutes remaining in
the first half.
The disenchantment
peaked when Minniefield
missed a layup to end the
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NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Sophomore forward
Joe Jakubick of Akron leads the Ohio Valley Conference in scoring with a 22.6 point average, according to statistics released by the league office
here.
Youngstown State's Art McCullough is second at
18.9, followed by Austin Peay's Lenny Manning at
17.4 and Middle Tennessee's Rick Campbell at 16.4
points a game.
. ;ern, Beck of Middle Tennessee is the league's
best rebounder with 9.8 a game. Murray State's
Ricky Hood is runner-up with 9.3 and Eastern Kentucky's Jim Chambers is third with 8.2 a game.
Austin Peay's Tom Hill and Murray State's Glen
Green are tied for the lead in assists with 4.8 a
game. Kevin Dildy of Western Kentucky is third at
4.4.
Morehead State tops the.OVC in scoring with 68.4
points a game. Western Kentucky is next at 67.1 and
Middle Tennessee is third at 66.1.
Middle Tennessee has the best defensive
statistics, allowing only 59.2 points a game. Western
Kentucky follows with 61.2 and Murray State is
third at 62.7.

period.
"I don't think the crowd
understood what we were
trying to do," Hall said
after the Wildcats' 86-69
victory Saturday night.
He might have added
that he didn't care.
"We did it on purpose,"
Hall said,"and I would do
it again in the same situation."
The situation was this:
Melvin Turpin, Kentucky's 6 foot 11 center,
was on the bench for a
breather with the
Wildcats leading 44-30.
Forward Charles Hurt
also was on the bench, an

icepack strapped to his
knee following a painful
fall under the Alabama
basket.
On the floor with
guards Beal and Minniefield were center Tom
Meth, forward -Troy
McKinley and Derrick
Hord, a.forward who suddenly • became the third
guard in a three-guard of—
.,
fense.
Meanwhile, Alabama,
which until then had
displayed what Hall called "a real tough, halfcourt man-to-man"
defense, suddenly sagged
back, refusing to press
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A new draft of a
bill to legalize off-track
betting in Kentucky
would increase the
number of proposed betting centers from four to
eight.
The newly revised
measure appears to have
wider support among
thoroughbred-racing
leaders than a similar
proposal -circulated

privately by State Racing
Commission Chairman
William B. Sturgill a
month ago.
The new draft would
permit the state's four existing thoroughbred race
tracks to own and operate
only four of the eight betting centers.
It would require that
entities other than the
race tracks own four
other "satellite

facilities" that would be
licensed for off-track
gambling by the State
Racing Commission.
The four tracks would
be allowed to open offtrack betting pavilions
only at locations on or
within 15 miles of their
grounds. As a result,
those centers would be in
or near Louisville, Lexington, Florence and
Henderson.
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High school
basketball
LEXINGTON, Ky (AP, — Here are
the ranked teams in Kentucky girls'
high school baskethaill, with first-place
votes in parentheses, records and total
.
points
14-0 190
1.Boone Co 5
10.1 IP
2. Marshall Co (4'
11-1 143
3.Shelby Co
11-2 154
4.Laurel Co
13-3 143
5.Lou Mercy Academy.
11-0 133
6.E lizabethtow n
11-2 126
7,Lez Henry Clay
7-1 119
11.Lou Moore
11-2 105
II.Frankfort W HilLs
12-1 94
10 Franklin Co
11-1 87
11.Warren Central e 1
4-1 82
12.Belfry
13-2 65
13111arren East
13-3 61
14. Webster Co

114 56
15 Corbin
10-1 49
14.Rowan Co
9-0 44
17 Todd Co Central
10-2 40
10 Barren Co
7-2 .32
19.14WRRAY
14-2 22
20.Whitley Co
Also receiving votes — Allen Co.
Ashland, Auburn. Ballard Memorial.
Boyle Co, Lou Butler, Casey Co, Clark
Co, Lou Doss, East Carter, Monticello.
Russell,Sheldon Clark,Somerset

Gallatin Co. 48, Owen Co 43
Garrard Co. 70, Russell Co. 30
Grayson Co 66, Cloveport 21
Greenup Co 61.Fatrview 66 OT
Jenkins 67, Mice Combs 46
Ky County Day 60, Eminence 47
Knott Co Central 82, Breathitt Co 60
Leslie Co 53, Fleming-Neon 41
Len. Bryan Station 60. Madison Cent
40
Len Lafayette 63, Lex Tees Creek 48
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prestigious individual
honor presented by the
conference office with the
recipients selected by the
faculty athletic committee representatives of
each conference
member.
Oberhausen is a product of Evansvill_g_.(Ind
Central High School and
has won three varsity letters as a discus and shot
put specialist on the Murray State track and field
team.
A physical education
major, Oberhausen holds
the school indoor shot put
record of 42-6 3/4 and also
holds the school outdoor
standards in the shot put

(44-1) and discus (126-9).
"It represents a great
reward for the hard work
Jenny has given as a
student-athlete," said
Murray State women's
track coach Margaret
Simmons. "She has made
a significant contribution
tosour team's success and,
we're all proud that she
has achieved this honor."
Oberhausen and the
five other recipients will
be honored May 27 in
Nashville at the annual
Ohio Valley Conference
meeting. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Oberhausen of
Evansville.

College
basketball

Woolf ir.1 Co. 56, Nicholas Co. 41
Toarannient
Central Rentacty Conference
Danville X,Mercer Co 32
Boyle Co. 53. Lincoln Co. 46

The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press' college basketball
poll. with first-place votes in parentheses, ilia season's record and total
points Points based on 2040.11-17-16-1514-13-12-11-10-9-8-74-5-4-3-2-1
14-0 1.219
1. NorthCaroluia 601
14-0 1,1211
2 Missoun 1
16-1 1.115
3 Virginia
15-1
997
4 DePaul
857
11-2
5. tifinnesea
811
11-2
6 Iowa
762
13-4
7 Texas
710
15-0
Idaho
10-3
699
O. Kentucky
402
13-2
,.16• Tulsa
562
15-2
11. San 1. rancisco
941
12-2
12. Oregon St
Slu
14-3
13. Georgetown,1X
422
14-2
It, North Carolina St.
11-2
404
IS. Arkansas
12-2
274
16. Alabama
11-4
187
17.Liousvdle
12-2
ISO
18. Kansas St
11-3 IX
19 Houston
122
11-3
20 Tennessee

Boys
Jeffersontown 72. Gallatin Co i3
Raceland V, Lewis Co. 75

Monday's College Basketbe 11 Scores
EAST
Amencan U 63. Lafayette 54

Lou Holy Rosary 67, Loa Angela
Merin 4/ - Lou Jeffersentown 40, North Bullitt
26
Monticello U. Rockcastle Co. 44
Nelson Co 81. Spencer Co.5
Oldham Co. 37, Carroll Co 29
Pendleton Co.64, Harrison Co 44
Providence 71, Univ. Heights 49
Rowan Co 63, Russell 59
Scott Co 42, Grant Co. 39
Sheldoo Clark44, Paintsville 41
Somers!t 73. Harrodsburg 34
Warren East 52, Warren Central 46
Washington Cc,69, Bardstown 54
: Breckinridge It
West Carter 67, Uni-

Monday Games
Girls
Adair Co 41, Campbellsville 40
Bardstown Beth 47, Western Anderson 21
Bath Co.51, Montgomery Co 48
Boone Co. $4, Conner 53
Casey Co X,Marton Co 56
Clark Co 62. Bourbon Co. 39
Daviess Co. 49, Owensboro Ca th 45
East Hardin 44, North Hardm 41
Elizabethtown 46, Bullitt Cent 42
Floyd Cent find. 53, Lou Moore 52
Franklin Co 44, Shelby Co 47

race tracks.
Several lawmakers
who served last year on a
task force that studied
war: to bolster Kentucky's racing industry

groups.
The new bill may also
draw political opposition
by allowing private entities as well as tracks to
benefit from reduced
warned against expan- state taxes on off-track
ding off-track betting out- bets.
side the state's major urThe measure would tax
ban areas.
bets placed off-track at
Rural legislators said 4% percent, only half the
there might be strong op- existing rate for on-track
'
position from church bets: -

Bluefield St 76, W Virginia St. 74
Boston Coll. 82, Seton Hall 71
Drexel 79, Bucknell 62
Elnabethtown 55, Dickinson 54 'Fairmont St 45, Stony Brook 54
Fordham 80, Massachusetts 65
Hofstra 59, Rider 52
Niagara 47, Colgate 72
St Francis, Pa II, Fairleigh Dickinson 74
Staten Island 75, Wagner 69
West Virginia 75, Penn St 68
SOUTH
Campbell SS, Methodist66
Charleston,S C.60,S Carolina St 61
Citadel 72, V MI 61
Della St. 99,5 Alabam 54
George Mason 49, Navy 79
Jacksonville 44, Baptist 59
Ky.Wesleyan 67, N.Kentucky 57
Memphis St. 78, Virginia Tech 73
Mercer 68,Samford 61
Miss.Valley 65, Jackson SL 60
Morehead St. 73, Ala.-Huntsville 59
.C.-Charlotte 112, Georgia St 74
NE Louisiana 76. Louisiana Tech 66
South Carolina 84, Biscayne 77
&Mississippi 73, New Orleans 66
Stetson 77.SW Louisiana 69
W Carolina 74, Marshall 72
MIDWEST
Cincinnati C. Loyola, 111, 72
111.-CM.Circle 63, Utica 50 .
Illmou St 65. W Texas St. 53
Minot St. 77. Dickinson St. 54
Mo.-Rolla 87, NE Missouri 73
N Iowa 67. Chicago St. 64

SAVE-SAVE! SAVE

D&T

Monday's Games
!.1 o games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston at New York
Portland at Atlanta
Seattle at Cleveland
Indiana at Chicago
Kansas City at Houston
Detroit at Utah
Los Angeles at Denver
San Antonio at Phoenix
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NW Missouri 95, Lincoln 64
Ohio U. 77, Loyola, Md.63
Panhandle St 62, St.Mary's,Ran.34
St Joseph's, Ind 72. Indiana Cent.
-Edwardsville 75, Illinois Tech 65
S
Wayne, Mich 59, N Michigan 54
W Illinois 92. Delaware St 78
SOUTHWEST
N Texas St. 79. McNeese St 71
Oklahoma City 75, Evansville 54
Oral Roberta 63, Butler SO
Sam Houston St. 42, Howard Payne 76
SW Texas St 43, Abilene Qirui. 36
Stephen F Austin 59, E.Tesas St_ 44
Texas 105. Texas Christian If
FAR WEST
E New Mexico 71, Grand Canyon 6E Oregon 96, George Fos 86
Great Falls 77.W Montana 69
Seattle Pacific 61, E.Washington 53
S Utah St 75, Mesa Coll 61
UCLA 75, Arizona St. 59
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"I don't really understand the rationale of the
people who booed," Hall
said. "I just accept it as
their right to criticize any
way they want to, but I'm
still going to do it the
same way.
"I don't think it (the
booing) was unanimous
by any means."
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The bill, however, does
not restrict the locations
of the other four
pavilions, racing industry
officials said Monday.
The four Kentucky
cities mentioned most
frequently as possible
satellite sites are
Paducah, Bowling Green,
Ashland and Middlesboro. All are more
than an hour's drive from
the state's thoroughbred
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But he voiced some irritation at the catcalls.

New bill draft calls for eight betting centers

-Oberhausen earns prestigious award
Murray State's Jenny
Oberhausen, a senior
member of the Lady
Racer track team, had
been selected as one of
six recipients of the first
Ohio Valley Conference
Scholar-Athlete Award.
The award was
established last summer
during the annual conference meeting to honor
the top three male and
female athletes who have
distinguished themselves
academically as well as
athletically.
Criteria for the award
includes leadership,
Jenny Oberhausen
athletic achievement and
The award is cona minimum 3.2 grade
sidered the most
point average

Hall noted that no one
booed when the Wildcats
went into another stall
near the end of the game,
reaping a number of free
throws in the process.

Off-track betting receives boost

✓ lead
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frame
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2oring
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got inside the one-minute
the ballhandlers.
Hall said he ordered the mark, we- decided to setthree-guard semi-stall tle for the one shot. Dirk
because the Crimson Tide got to drive for a layup
"wanted to cut our lead and it just didn't drop.
and we didn't want it to
"I think it was good
be cut. We felt that was a strategy considering the
psychological edge that tiredness of some of our
we wanted to keep going players and having key
into halftime."
players out. We didn't
The theory, Hall said, want to continue the
was that Alabama
same offensive tempo
"would possibly foul us or
and (running) game that
create a defensive error we'd been playing. ... I
that would give us .a
layup."
''would hope those that
"Instead, they played it disagreed would see the
very cautious, very wisdom in it and have a
careful and that suits us little bit more patience
fine," he said. ''When we with us."
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Doctors debate if PMT should be used to escape punishment
LONDON (AP) Christine English, a
mother of two boys, stepped hard on the accelerator of her car and
drove straight at her
lover, pinning him to a
telephone pole and killing
him.
Sandie Smith, a barmaid on probation for
stabbing a woman to
death irLp brawl, walked
into a piTlice station with
a 4-inch knife and
threatened to kill a
sergeant because she
said he had insulted her.
Both women claimed
premenstrual tension
provoked them to
violence. Both were tried,
convicted and then set
free.
The two cases made
legal history when they
went through the British
courts late last year.
Premenstrual tension,
or PMT, a long -

recognized medical condition that afflicts
millions of women in
varying degrees, had
been used to explain
relatively minor crimes
such as shoplifting — but
never as a defense for
murder.
Now doctors and
lawyers are debating just
how far the rulings have
opened, or should open,
the courts to women hoping to escape punishment
because of stress caused
by the start of their
natural monthly periods.
Dr. Gerald Swyer, an
expert in gynecological
mediOne and a prosecution witness in the Smith
trial, said he believes the
way is clear for a barrage
of frivolous court cases.
"It is a very disturbing
situation," he said in an
interview. "Any woman
can plead PMT and

literally get away with
murder.
"I don't think anything
is going to set back
women's causes more
than this thing," Swyer
said. "To let women think
they become criminal
once a month as a result
of their physiology is to
really debase the status
of women. This is to say
women are criminal by
nature."
However, Dr.
Katharina Dalton, a
gynecologist who appeared as a defense
witness in both cases,
said medical tests can
easily verify whether a
woman actually suffers'
from PMT and "only a
few" women are driven
to violence by it.
PMT occurs during the
first four days before and
the four days after the
onset of menstruation.
Symptoms include

depression, lethargy, irritability, breast swelling
and emotional and mental problems. When a
woman's period is over,
the symptoms disappear.
Mrs. Dalton, who has
studied the disorder for
the past 30 years and
treats sufferers at her
Harley Street clinic, said
in an interview that an
estimated one million
women in Britain alone
have a form of PMT
severe enough to require
treatment.
It is among these
women,she said, that you
find the "once-a-month
suicide attempt and
baby-batterers."
Mrs. English and Miss
Smith both pleaded innocent of murder but guilty
of the lesser charge of
manslaughter due to
diminished reponsibility
brought on by PMT.

Under British law,
rnurrlq carries a man(latory sentence of life
imprisonment, but
manslaughter convictions leave sentencing to
the judge's discretion.
Identical pleas aside,
the cases of Mrs. English
and Miss Smith contrast
starkly.
Mrs. English, a 37year-old divorcee, had no
previous criminal record
and no history of uncontrolled violence,
before her arrest for running down her lover,
Barry Kitson, with her
car on Dec. 16, 1980, in
Colchester, 52 miles northeast of London.
She and Kitson had
quarreled over another
woman, but she testified
she never meant to kill
him, just to frighten him.
After her trial, she told
reporters, "I knew my
period was due but I

didn't connect it with
what happened.. But I
now kne I am one of
those wdmen who have a
bad reaction."
The 29-year-old Miss
Smith, on the other hand,
"became a raging animal
each month" without
treatment for PMT with
the hormone drug, progesterone, said her
lawyer, Keith Evans.
When she was arrested
last year for threatening
to kill a policeman, she
already had some 30
previous convictions, including the manslaughter
of another barmaid,
theft, arson, assault,
writing threatening letters and throwing bricks
into windows.
Psychiatric reports
said.she had attempted
suitide "dozens of
times."
In May 1980, London

Judge James Miskin convicted Miss Smith of
manslaughter for killing
the barmaid a year
earlier and placed her on
three _years' probation
after being told in court
that progesterone kept
her "sane and benign."
But last April, following a lowering in her progesterone dosage, she
showed up at a London
police station, saying she
intended to kill a sergeant
who insulted her three
years earlier, according
to court records.
She was charged with
three offenses involving
intent to kill and carrying
an offensive weapon.
Miss Smith was convicted Nov. 9 in London's
Old Bailey Court, and
Mrs. English was convicted one day later in
Norwich Crown Court.
Miss Smith was placed
on another three years'

probation. Mrs. English
was banned from driving
for one year and given a
one-year conditr that
period of time or risk
serious legal consequences.
Writing in The Lancet,
a British medical journal,
lawyer Diana Brahams
said that society's interest would not have
been served by sentencing • either woman to
prison.
"The only fear is that
the barriers against killing are being eroded and
that human life is valued
more cheaply in terms of
prison sentences, than,
say, tax evasion or
fraud," she wrote.
"Should a person with
severe and chronic
migraine be included as
suffering from abnormality of mind? Or
toothache? Or back trouble?"

Government cites mining company for 30 safety violations
WHITWELL, Tenn. contributed to the Dec. 8
(AP) — Grundy Mining explosion.
Co., operator of the coal
McGrath said the agenmine where an explosion
cy's inspectors frequentkilled 13 men, has been
ly find safety violations
cited by the federal
when they are insafety
for
30
government
vestigating an accident
violations in the mine
and he could not comwhere the blast occurred,
ment on whether the 30
a spokesman says.
indicate a good
violations
John McGrath, a
showing by Grunor
bad
spokesman in Arlington,
dy Mining.
Va.,for the federal Mine
Safety and Health Ad-- MSHA officials issued
ministration, said Mon- the 30 citations Jan. 8 and
day the citations were for the company has begun
safety violations not efforts to correct the prothought to have directly blems, he said.

The usual procedure
for MSHA inspectors investigating a mine
disaster is to issue these
citations first and delay
notices of violations
thought to have directly
contributed to an accident until the inspectors
issue their final report, he
said.
The report on what
caused the accident may
not be ready within the
next two months,
McGrath said. The mine
agency has said that a

buildup of explosive chairman of Tennessee
methane gas in the Consolidated, declined to
Whitwell Mountain mine return two telephone
apparently caused the ex- Calls from a reporter on
plosion, but spokesmen Monday.
have declined to discuss
The mining company
the inspectors' official
was cited for 22 violations
findings.
involving improperly inGrundy Mining and its sulated or grounded elecNo. 21 mine in which the trical mining equipment,
explosion occurred is four for failing to abide
owned by Tennessee Con- by requirements of a
solidated Coal Co. head- mine ventilation plan the
quartered at Jasper, company submitted to
Tenn., about 20 miles federal .regulators and
west of Chattanooga. two for improperly storWilliam B. Allison, board ing explosives and

detonators, McGrath
said.
The company was also
cited because a piece of
equipment designed to
monitor methane gas
levels was not working
properly and because a
mine map failed to accurately show the location of an inactive mining
area which miners had
punched into from the
mine tunnel, he said.
The ventilation citations against Grundy
Mining included one for

failing to record results of
a check for methane gas.
The checks are required
to be done within three
hours preceding the start
of any shift in which
miners are to be working
in a given mine section,
McGrath said.
The 1977 Mine Safety
and Health Act permits
maximum fines of $10,000
for each citation, but a
mine operator is usually
fined an average of between $150 and $200,
McGrath said. The fines

against Grundy Mining
won't be determined until
after the violations have
been corrected.
MSHA officials said the
company has started:correcting the violations-and
repairing damage from
the explosion and problems with the ventilation system. The Company must submit a hew
mine ventilation plab to
MSHA and get it approved before being alloyed
to resume production at
the No. 21 mitre:

_Western Kentucky presidentinrunning for two university join
BOWLING GREEN, North Texas - State -of Louisville at the expense of the state's six
Ky. (AP) — The presi- University.
While he has had
'regional schools.
dent of Western Kentucky
"One of the things Ken-/
University is in- the runn- Several similar offers in
ing for jobs at schools in the past, Zacharias said tucky desperately needs
'he has not allowed his to do is get behind all of
two other states.
Zacharias, Western's name to be kept in con- its institutions of higher
education," Zacharias
president since August sideration until now.
But he said he believes _ said.
1979, is among 19 finalists
"I fail to see why it-is so
for president of the there is a bias that results
University of Wyoming in more state support for - important in the minds of
and is one of the final can- the University of Ken- some individuals to talk
didates for president of tucky and the University about a flagship univeis

ty versus regional universities," he said.
• "Most states that have
a progressive system of
higher education have
found a way to avoid that
issue rather than
highlight it. That concerns me more than the
funding."
Vern Shelton, an administrator at Wyoming,
said the job there opened

in.. September, when
President Edward Jennings resigned to become
president of Ohio State
University.
A field of more than 300
candidates has been narrowed to 19, and the remaining candidates will
interVrewed Soon,
:Shelton said.
Wyoming has about
-9,000 stsdents — cinfi;

pared to Western's 13,000
— but it's budget is about
three times as high as
Western's — $155 million
this year.
Zacharias called the
position at Wyoming probably "one of the best
public university
presidencies currently
available if you are considering the resources
and the potential for

educational innovation."
North Texas State has
also been looking for a
president since
September to replace
Frank Vandiver, who
resigned to become president of Texas A&M
University.
Zacharias said the position at North Texas is attractive because unlike
Western, the school offers

doctoral programs.
He said he isn't ready
to say what his chances
are at either school.
"I'm not eager to abandon (the Western job)
just because someone
happens to offer another
job," he said. "At the
same time, I'm going to
weigh any professional
rtunit
o

Kentucky news in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The Jefferson
County Post Office will no longer issue food stamps
beginning Feb. 2, according to Human
Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo.
The department has
contracted with Program
Management System Inc.
from Detroit to receive
and redeem food stamp
cards at four issuance
centers in Jefferson
County.
Each recipient has
been sent a letter detailing where they should go
to sign cards and pick up
stamps.
Stumbo said the new
method will save his
department $21,000 a
month in Jefferson County, will be more secure

and will cut down on the
number of stolen cards.
The method will be expanded to Kenton, Campbell and Fayette counties
beginning March 1.
--ERLANGER,Ky.(AP)
— The state has announced two new projects
designed to improve
economic development in
northern Kentucky.
State Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts
said the state will build a
$5 million interchange at
1-275 and Mineola Pike,
while state Commerce
Secretary Bruce
Lunsford disclosed that
U.S. Precision Lens, Inc.
of Cincinnati will build a
$5 million plant near the
interchange.
A company spokesman

said the interchange was
crucial to the firm's decision.
Metts noted that the interchange was a priority
recommendation of a
blue-ribbon state advisory panel and will
open up about 850 acres of
land on both sides of 1-275
to industrial and commercial development.
The U.S. Precision
Lens plant represents an
expansion of its Cincinnati operations, said the
company's chief executive officer, Roger
Howe.
The plant is expected to
begin operations in 1983
and eventually employe
around 300 workers.
The company makes
plastic optics for the
photographic, semicon-

_
ductor, toy, instrument, who are interested in stumedical and projection dying medicine can apply
television industries.
for a special program at
--the University of KenFRANKFORT, Ky-: tucky and University of
(AP) — Attorney R. Scott Louisville this summer.
Plain of Owensboro has
The six-week course is
been elected vice- aimed at attracting
president of the Kentucky students from rural areas
Bar Association.
to medical or dental
Plain, who has served school.
The program was fundon the KBA's board of
governors since 1977, ed by the 1980 General
defeated William Stone of Assembly in an effort to
Louisville Monday in improve the geographic
membership-wide distribution of health
- - —manpower in the state,
balloting:Elected to the KBA where approximately
board were William T. one-third of the counties
Warner of Louisville and are considered to have
William T. Robinson III critical shortages of
medical services.
of Covington.
The program inFRANKFORT, Ky. troduces students to
(AP) — High school course work in both
seniors in rural counties medicine and dentistry,

assists students in making the transition to college and offers help in
study skills.
The regional staff of the
Council on Higher Education will visit public and
private high schools in
the eligible counties during February to discuss
the program.
Interested students
must apply by April 1 and
may obtain an applica/
1
4
tion form from their,
school counselor.
FOR IIVES—State humane
A total of 25 students Heacock pets feline heiress, Chica, at the humane
will be selected for the
session at UK June 14 to society facility in San Diego, Calif. Chica, a
July 23, and an additional Siamese eat, was bequeathed all the worldly
possessions of her late owner Patrick McKay,when
Zstudents for the session
ecie nearly two years ago. The San Diego County
at U of L July 6 to Aug. 10.
Humane Society and the Department of Animal
--France exploded its Control battled for two years over the $29,000 estate,
first nuclear bomb in finally splitting the money with the Humane Society
agreeing to care for Chica.
1960.
(AP Laserphoto)

Attorney not to appeal dismissal of conspiracy witness
NASHVILLE,- Tenn.
(AP) — The government's star witness in the
liquor license conspiracy
trial of former Gov. Ray
Blanton and two ex-aidesno longer has to worry
about facing federal conspiracy charges.
U.S. Attorney Joe
Brown said, Monday the
government has decided
not to appeal dismissal of
a conspiracy indictment
against Nashville liquor
dealer Jack Ham.

"I'm just glad it's skimming profits -from and Made a determinaover," Ham said. "But his liquor store and tion not to appeal it,"
Brown said.
I'm sorry we had to go revoked their bargain.
A jury convicted BlanL.
Judge
District
through so Much to get it
U.S.
over with."
Clure Morton dismissed ton and former aides
Hain- - testified by the indictment against James Allen and Clyde
videotape in January 1981 Ham on Dec. 10, saying Edd Hood Jr. on June 9,
that he gave BlantonIc. there was no evidence 1981, of conspiracy and
kickback for a Nashville Ham lied about Blanton mail fraud. Blanton also
liquor license. He receiv- and that the government was convicted of extored immunity from pro- had no right to revoke his tion in fixing the state
Alcoholic Beverage Comsecution in exchange for immunity.
mission to award licenses
file
was
"Basically, the
his testimony, but was indicted May 20 after sent to Washington. We to his friends and political
government attorneys ac- consulted with the supporters.
Lawyers_ for Blanton,
cused him of lying about Department of Justice

Admissions, dismissals reported:_
1-14-82

•—

NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Tami Gardner and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 368,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Misty D. Cochrum, A10
Fox Meadows; Susan
*Bell and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Karen F.
Bramley, 603 Ellis;
Jackie L. Holt, 105
'
Carter, Paris, Tenn.
Joshua Forrester, Rt.
1, Sedalia; Marean M.
1415B Hillwood;
Ghtle

Elizabeth A. Garland, Rt.
2; Eugene Anthony
Bayless, 610 Fairlane;
Bettie Sue Murdock,
Bogor, Indonesia.
Walter Edgar Rhodes,
509 South Eighth St.; Joy
L. Maddox, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn.; Jeff D. Davidson,
Lynnville; J. Dallas
Willoughby, Rt. 2; Oveula
Ruth Lassiter, 1401 Story.
Phillip G. Rogers, 1614
Miller; Carl Rex Robinson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Linda Jean
Ferguson, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Anita

Diane Bolin, Box 46, Clinton; Jacob W. Canup, Rt.
3.
Bessie Sills, 307 South
Fifth St.; Forest B. Murdock, Rt. 6; Henry H.
e
e, 321
Woodlawn; Ma ttie S.
Moore, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Laura A. Bland, 500
North Fifth St.
Otis Lovins, Rt. 5;
Thomas W. Lofton, Rt. 7,
Berpn; Leroy G. Algier,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Clarice G.
MclAiniel, Rt. 3; James
Tebe Suiter (expired),
406 South Ith St.

Allen and Hood have until
February to file briefs
with the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals. Attorneys say it may be early this summer before the
case is heard by the ap_
pellate court: _ _
The former governor
was sentenced to three
years in prison and was
fined $11,000. Allen
received a two-year term
and Hood an 18-month
sentence. Both were fined
$12,000.
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Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
ludestliel Rd.

Murray, Ky

PURINA
CHOWS

Rex Dog 21% $695 50 Lb.
Food 25% $795 SO Lb.
60 Lb.
Purina High
$1 399
Protein
Sweet Calf Feed $7000 Lb.
Cattle Block $352 $200?.?
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Gas rate dispute
to be topic of meeting
HAROLD, Ky.(AP) —
A rate dispute involving
B&H Gas Co. will be
taken up by the state
Public Service Commission at a hearing tonight
in this small Floyd County community.
On Friday, the PSC
ordered B&H to stop
charging higher rates
that were applied to
customer bills in
December, and to refund
any of the increase that
had been collected.
The PSC had earlier
ordered the gas company
not to cut off service to
about 40 customers who
were refusing to pay their
bills because of the rate
hike.
B&H officials said the
December increase,
which amounted to more
than $2.50 per thousand
cubic feet, was to offset a
price increase by its supplier, Stanville Transmission Co.
However, the PSC ruled Friday that Stanville
Transmission had not
received permission to
act as a gas supplier in
Kentucky. The agency
also said that the sale of

B&H to STC's three principal owners last October
had not yet been approved.
The order also called
for B&H to stop billing
customers for any
amounts paid SIC and
from buying gas from or
selling gas to either STC
or Stanville Gas,Inc.
Phillip Woods, president and owner of Stanvile Gas, is also a onethird partner in SIC.
The other owners of
SIC, who appeared at a
hearing in Frankfort on
Dec. 21, are Danny
Preston, president of
Johnson County Gas Co.,
Inc. and Robert Abrams,
a certified public accountant.
The PSC did approve a
rate increase of 33 cents
per thousand cubic feet
through the purchase gas
adjustment for an increase to B&H by its
previous supplier, S.J.
Bradley and Son.
Friday's order was on
an interim basis pending
Tuesday's hearing, which
was to begin at 5 p.m. at
the Harold Elementary
School.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Comparative
endings
4 Lawn
9 Arabian
wwwieM
12 Soak
13 Way
14 Took•blue
ribbon
15 Lasso
17 Sharpest
19 Care for
21 In favor of
22 Invented
25 Harsh
29 Behold!
30 Substance
32 Paradise
33 Belonging to
us
35 Hesitate
37 Poem
se The sweet-

•

Page

Answer ta ekeese__Panie
6 Diving bird
7 Walk
COUUC 41013
ODU
8 Prophets
COW DIODWL CDO
9 Reverence
UCCUUU COLGUID
10 Cattle genus
CUME1 rii
11 Social insect
MULIV UUD UMW
18 Athletic
IDIDU CULICUIDUCC
group
410 OLJO CUM DU
18 Memorandum
GLUULICULIC ODU
20 Hinder
OCULD UCU LICIDD
22 Disguise
UL MUG
23 Way
MUCCI! OCUIDCW
24 Fonteyn ane--,-- EMU MOULIC DOC

Markova

26 Fuss
27 Fort of a sort
28 Joints
31 Midday Tad
34 Female ruff
36 Altar screen
39 Fireplace
part

OULI ULUER7 DUG
41 Have on
44 Spirited
home
46 Built
48 Withered
'
50 Container

51 Tkne gone by
52 Recent
53 Scold
55 Exist
56 Grain
59 Bye

SOp

40 Renovate
42 Diphthong
43 Retains
45 Sifts
47 — a girl!
49 Listen to
50 Water flask
54 Gloomy
57 Mature
58 Poetry muse
60 Sob
61 At present
62 Palmer of
ballerinas
63 Golf gadget
DOWN
1 Transgress
2 Former Portuguese coin
3 Declare
4 Conceded
5 Right-hand

—

MARCIE! WAKE UP!

I HATE TO
PRACTICE MY
SINGING ALONE
ALL THE TIME

Skicompany to receive loan

,
of clothing
FRANKFORT, Ky. thbank hired employees secured by cash provided duction
Laura
by
designed
who
Baker,
(AP) — The company to begin working then. by George
a company headwhich has opened a ski The opening did not ac- owns 23 percent of the Ashley,
in Great Briquartered
Colresort at General Butler tually occur until Jan. 7, Northbank stock.
tain.
the
of
rest
for
the
lateral
State Park will receive a however, and the com$737,000 loan to cover cost pany had to pay its loan will come from inPossum Trot has exoverruns, part of the employees although it come generated by the perienced financial diffinancing to come from was not making any resort in excess of ficulties in making the
the Kentucky Develop- money on the resort, Cull operating costs and debt- transition, and Peterman
service obligations on the
ment Finance Authority. said.
said the firm could not
bonds.
Northbank Ski Managemaintain the debt service
In addition, he said, the
KDFA also agreed to on the shorter-term
ment Inc., the recipient of company incorrectly
some $3.2 million in bond estimated the costs of extend from five to 15 KDFA loans, although it
proceeds approved by electrical contracts — years the length of two has not missed a payKDFA last year, needs which accounted for loans it has made to ment.
the extra money for a about a third of the over- Possum Trot Corp.
In other action, KDFA
Possum Trot received
number of reasons, ac- run — and had to replace
its executive comgave
of
total
a
for
—
cording to Bill Cull, plastic pipe which proved the loans
the go-ahead to
mittee
stuffeda
—
as
$200,000
general counsel of the inadequate for the faciliTELEPHONE—Reiko Nagamatsu, a 20-year old
whether the
determine
rer.
state Commerce Cabinet. ty's snow-making opera- animal manufactu
Japanese, operates a phone for the handicapped in
help Sall
could
authority
no
is
the
company
But
Cull told the KDFA tion, Cull said.
Japan. The phone system is specially equipped so
its plans
with
Inc.
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December, and NorAt least 12 students
stemming from the 1970
Jackson State College were injured in the incishootings, which have dent, in addition to the
become a symbol of the two who died. The case
civil rights struggle wag- decided Monday was filed
county fund will repay at
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—Cleared the way for a
movements toward
greater equality for member of the Rev. Sun
minorities and against Myung Moon's Unification Church to sue 11 peothe war in Vietnam.
prison life, "In the Belly "fascistic."
NEW YORK (AP) — up."
Robert F. Mullen, a ple for $51 million under
"I didn't read Abbott
On the witness stand, of the Beast," and Mailer
Mailer,
Norman
Author
New York lawyer who an 1871 law originally
well enough when he got
ter Abbott acknowledged he helped in its publication.
inmate-wri
helped
who
represented the relatives aimed at protecting freed
Under frequently out" of prison, Mailer
Jack Henry Abbott win wrote passages in his
of the slain students and slaves from the Ku Klux conditional release from book saying that inmates hostile questioning at the said. "I didn't pay attenthe three wounded Klan. The action came in
prison six weeks before who have killed are "the news conference outside tion to little warnings he
students, said that with the case of a church
he allegedly murdered a most respected and court, Mailer called gave me in a quiet little
the lawsuit over the member who claimed he
man, says he feels "very honored men" in prison. Adan's death 4iim ab- voice...I-feel one way or
Jackson City Council was kidnapped in an at- responsible" for his role Abbott's letters to Mailer solute tragedy," and another I should have
may consider his long- tempt to "deprogram"
became a critically ac- said, "I'm sorry as hell been doing more for Abin the slaying.
standing request for com- him of his religious
Mailer said at a claimed book about about the way it turned bott" as he was adjusting
But
pensation for the victims. beliefs.
to freedom.
Monday news conference New York" when he got out."
— Left intact a $1.7
Forty-three members
Abbott out of prison.
- "It's a hideous waste,
help
would
he
"Abbott is a talented
of a contingent of 69 white million fine against
Earlier in the day,._. it's a horror," he said. man...and obviously...at
again because "culture is
city police and state Reader's Digest stemmMailer testified about his When pressed on whether this moment is not ready
worth a little risk."
highway patrol officers ing from the magazine
mak- relationship with Abbott, he felt remorse, Mailer to live quietly in New
ed
acknowledg
He
opened fire for 29 seconds company's mass ing mistakes in sponsor- who is charged in the July said: "I can't give you York society," Mailer
on a women's dormitory mailings of allegedly
ing Abbott, saying he 18 stabbing death of my blood, but you can said.
after several distur- misleading contest
"did not read Abbott well Richard Adan, 22, in the have my psychic blood.
Abbott faces a maxbances and an attempt to material.
enough" to know that the East Village section of It's something Abbott's imum
sentence of 25
37,
have
to
Abbott,
going
are
J
Manhattan.
not
SAY
friends
was
I'D
,
NOW
author
6HT
budding
SORRY MA'AM..
life if convicted
to
years
SHE'S THE MAYOR
ready to "live quietly in has admitted to killing to live with for the rest of of
murder. The judge said
and
waiter
OF "ZONK CITY"!
part-time
lives."
the
their
Gilmore,
convict, Gary
Mailer, who won his he will let the iftiry con1.1
who was executed in 1977. aspiring actor and
the
says
but
Pulitzer in 1969 for sider manslaughter
playwright,
first
Abbott
Mailer testified
charges, carrying a top
had wanted to leave New slaying was a "tragic "The Armies of the penalty of 81
2 to 21 years.
/
would
he
anding."
added
Night,"
York because the misunderst
Mailer said Abbott was
Mailer said he began take the same course
halfway house he had
-"a very complex man
writing to Abbott in 1978
been released to located in the Bowery, an while working on his •"Democracy involves who has great gifts" and
area "full of provocation Pulitzer Prize-winning taking risks," he said, his work "one of the three
and humiliation for book "The Executioner's and to fail to take those or four best books about
him...it tightened him Song," about another ✓ isks would be prison."

Court fight ending

Tax error headache for Louisville man

Author feels part liable for slaying
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Consumer tax increase divides Republicans
By STEVEN P.
ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
Proposals to raise
taxes on some consumer
goods have divided
Republicans as concern
is mounting over the impact of huge federal
deficits on an economy in
the grips of recession.
Two leading House
Republicans said the
Reagan administration
would be courting
"economic and political
defeat in 1982 and
beyond" if it embraced
recommendations to
raise excise taxes on
gasoline, alcohol_ and
tobacco and ignored cuts
in federal spending in
"corporate welfare" programs -le—belle f i-t
business.
State and local officials
on Monday quoted
Secretary of Transportation Drew Lewis as saying he hopes to send a
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CLOTHES .evorrn-nria's
GOING

UP!

NUKKO,,RIPE
ELE-VA/OR.

proposal to the White government tax receipts, Scrap Iron and Steel that
House to increase the adding to the deficit, progress will be made in
federal excise tax on while the Fed's tight- lowering the cost of
gasoline to 9 cents a money prescription for employee benefits and
fighting inflation has con- eliminating "onerous"
gallon from 4 cents.
Meanwhile, Paul Craig tributed to high interest work practices. He said
more steel industry pay scales
Roberts, assistant rates that maksait
governthe
for
are "way out of line" wi0
expensive
treasury secretary for
to average manufacturint
money
borrow
to
ment
a
and
policy
economic
costs. Meanwhile, the
leading advocate of finance its debts.
Iron and Steel
'American
cuts,
"supply-side" tax
other economic Institute said steel prore Si g-n-e-d--Monda
:
duction fell 7.6 percent in
Roberts has criticized
— Wharton the week ended Jan. 16
proposals aimed at Econometrics, a private
reducing the deficit by economic forecasting and from the previous week.
raising taxes.
consulting firm, said
— The United Auto
The Conference Board, scrapping a 10 percent Workers union began a
a business-sponsored personal income tax cut second week of talks with
research group, said the scheduled for 1983 would General Motors Corp.
combination of recession, reduce the 1984 budget and Ford Motor Co. The
monetary restraint prac- deficit by about $40 nation's two leading
ticed by the Federal billion. Reagan has automakers are seeking
Reserve Board, across- disavowed abandoning concessions to be more
the-board tax cuts, and;, the tax cut, part of his competitive with foreign
widening deficits "is three-year, across-the- manufacturers. The
beginning to erode some board reduction of 25 per- UAW is seeking job
vital support for the cent.
security for its members
Reagan program."
and is pressing for a conchief
Holiday,
— Harry
The w.orsening executive of Armco Steel clusion of the talks by
economy has reduced Corp., told the Institute of Saturday.

Aid in preparing tax returns cut to two days

-

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
— Aid for taxpayers
preparing 1981 Kentucky
income-Ws returns has
been cut from five to two
days a week at the state
Revenue Department's
nine district offices, an

official said Monday.
Revenue Commissioner Ron Geary said the
change will allow state
auditors and field agents
to spend the other three
days in activites intended
to producirevenue.

Which two days will be available on a first-come,
offered to taxpayers is up first-serve basis.
The district offices are
to officials at the district
offices. The Owensboro in Ashland, Corbin, Coyoffice has chosen Mon- ington, Hazard,
days and Fridays, he Hopkinsville, Lexington,
Louisville, Owensboro
said.
Assistance will be and Pikeville.

•
*
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COPY

IS 1 111. Mt Rita)

LEDGER & 1 1111LS. Tur.41a% I

31r_ii.4311M31E3E"XIMIE:1
2. Notice

Insulated Boots
$100° to s4000 OH.
All Men And
Womens Boots

$1000 to$4000

:•:•:-:
•:.:•:.

Off.

Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza

753-7113

7rir
New Lusiug
1111

INst - Brake
Swill
Now Only $49.00 '
complete Where?

ECONOMY TIRE

&sum
203 Mein St.
Merray, KY753-8500

MURCAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2 I 3 bodies wets he
$165.11 per so. lawlicappod wit. Newly coestrectel
mini Meal ail air,
carpeted, kitcleu appliauss. Office leers NM.Fri. 1:11-12:N SM.
NerMwoll Ir.
Morray, Ky.
512-15,41$4
Elul Nousiug Ipprtuity

NEED EXTRA
INCOME?

A Unique
OpportunityBe Your
Own Boss!

Impriated bcolonattlies,
Was aad *Wattles are In big
Wood and on to sail. U. espeiuues necessary MO or starter
kft sad (makes.
Call Cana:

13151

829-3319

Daily 9'ô p.m., Wed. rm. 64p.m.

Starting in business - as

the owner/operator of o
Montgomery ward
Catalog Soles Agency,
and profit from Words
trusted, - - century old
reputation the first day.
We're looking for
amSales Agents
bitious husband/wife
teams with an urge to
break.out on their own.
And, we may hove the
opportunity you're looking for.
If you are willing to
accept responsibility in
return for 0 luture in
your own business,
we'd like td--tolk about
your personal qualifications ond give you more
details about our plans.
Write today, to:
G.T. Champion
2101 E. Kemper Rd.
Shersiville,
45265
2 Stores Available Murray, Ky.& Benton, Ky.

NOTICE
Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638 Ask
for Carl.

ECONOMY TIRE
IL SERVICE

Sere
Wen
Tres

golf] thefight...
Allehlet Clara, bv helots, the
AlcCiotrell Cancer Foundation raise
hoods to build a cancer center for
Kensocilans
Reaching our goal of 619 adage
depose am the memernity of people
Ike..
Please seed contribution tar
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION. 915 South Limestone. Lizleo
40536.
All 11•1111611•1 nil be matched bu
WS. Lucius Markey of Calumet
elms,
From
.
10

1.

Its the rage of the 80's'
Hove your family heritage
preserved, by having us
copy
your old
photogrophs

(203 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
753-8500

LEO'S
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.
GOLD-SILVERGEMS
Speak: L.C.D. Wetchpios
$14. Diemend Pendants
$12-$21. kW, 1 del
$4.00. Size dews rhos
$6.40. Doh demt while
yee watch. &mirth 33%
lend distal for'sway. Not
Emmy, set expensive.
leatted b Capone Rooky
(reed.404 N. 121h 753..
1191. leen 1D-5 Toes.Set.; In and Out Si..
Ilea.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESII FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
ellti,
lISTER °STONY PRODUCTS
ay ft Prescriptises he City Limits

'C

PUBLIC SALE
11:00 a.m. January 23, 1982
The Murray Community Development
Agency will offer four or possibly five
lots for sale at 11:00 a.m. on Saturday,
January 23rd.
These lots ore located on the east side
of Cherry Alley between Walnut and
Olive Streets in the North Douglas Community area of Murray.
The sale will be conducted on the lot
sites. Terms of the soles contract are
10% cash or personal check deposit with
the balance to follow with the deed
transfer. The deeds shall contain a
clause which shall allow the Agency to
recover, without contest, the land conveyed in the event that the purchow
does not construct affordable low and
moderate income housing within one

year of deed transfer.
For a dimensional drawing of the lots
and other information, contact the Murray Community Development Agency on
the second floor of City Hall.
AMMO\

.11414011ravegassa'n.

34 Houses for Rent

Sears 2 manual organ in
a wood cabinet with
rhythm section. These
can be seen after 5p.m.
at 1008 Sharp St. or call
753-0309.
Refrigerator-freezer
14.7 cubic foot and 30
inch gas range. Call
489-2282 after 6p.m.

12)40 2 bedroom, furnished on private lot in
Roberts Mobile Estates.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9191.
12x60 mobile home for
rent. Nice, natural gas
heat, furnished. Mobile
Home Village. 753-3895.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill,
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom, carpeted, new furniture,
central gas-heat. See at
Shady Oaks.753-5209.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. NO pets.
Nice. Cael 489-2611.
Two bedroom trailer
12ft., wide, gas. Near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2118.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Central heat and
air on 1 and one half
acre lot. 3 miles east of
Murray. Families only.
$120. per month, $75.
deposit. Call 753-0712 or
7533s34.
Twobedroom furnished
mobile home. $150. per
runth rent, $15. security deposit. No pets. Call
753-4808,

Beautiful 3 bedroom
unfurnished, all electric
home on S. 9th. Availa
ble Thurs., Jan. 13th
$250. per month rent,
$150. deposit. Call- 753
9829.
Beautiful home 5 miles
east of Murray. 4 bed
room, 3 bith, den,
central heat and, air, "
with heat pump. Redecorated. Before 2p.m.
753-0858, after ,4:30p.m.
753-8943.
Nice brick home located
In city. 3 bedroom,
living room, den, kitchen. Lease and deposit
required. $285. month.
Call 759-1503.
Option to buy. 3 acre,
nice 2 bedroom home.
Stove, refrigerator. 7
miles eat of Murray on
280. All remodeled. $175.
month plus deposit.
436-2802.

20. Sports Equipment ,
JN Scott 12 gauge
double barrell shotgun
with hammer. Call 75.37900 before 5p.m. or
1535702 after
New 357 Magnum nichol
plated model 19. Call
753 7646 anytime.

deck, dual 622 turn table
and Realistic speakers.
$M. 7534056. Ask for
Scott.

WANTED
hapax:610 party to
tat up permed' en
MN new pima.

30. Business Rentals

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Bent
753-4758

21 Exterminating

Carter
Studio
300 Mom

753 8298

32, Apts. For Rent

,•
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

Mee ir
Wean's hots
$10 to $40 Off.
°Kirov,
24. Miscellaneous
Dress Beets
$29.95
14KT. gold ladies
watch. Has almost 1 and
Due satire
one quarter ounces of
well Merciaelise
gold in watch. Face has
$/i Off
diamond on 2 sides._
Bolts, Strew Rats, Mikis, ,753-0309.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
cuts se baadbags.
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

•leimb
letreeds

21. Mobile Home Rentals

Ap
GOLD &
SILVER
22. Musical
WHOLESALE
G 2000 receiver,
JEWELERS INC. Sansui
Sansui SC 3330 cassette
Olympic Plaza
14K Gold chains lb"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 111'
$16.95
Floating Hearts $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Purchase.
Open 9 cm.-9 p.m.
753-7113

6. Help Wanted

CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Firewood. Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436-2758.
Kero-Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $147.99,
Moonlighter $154.99,
Radiant 8 $162.99,
Radiant 10 $209.99,
Radiant 36 $.212.99.
Omni 85 S218.99, Omni
105 $247.99. The Director $254.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Restaurant equipment
belonging to Hickory
Hut Barbecue. Everything to be sold. Call
,
753-0318.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Wood stove, washer and
dryer. Call 436-5657.

Babysitter in my home
3-11 shift. 759-9824.
Earn up to $1000. a
month extra income.
Dynamic new company
seeking part-time field
managers with top paying commission. 1-9655387 phone now!!
Medical records transcriptionist. Competitive
salary and fringes. Only
experienced liersons
need apply.. Contact
Personnel Department
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital
Murray Ky. 42071.
Telephone 502-753-5131.
Service Station attendant. Experienced only
need apply. No phone
calls. Apply 3:30p.m. to
6:30p.m. Barretts Service Center 639 S.Ath Si._

HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Murray, Ky. Call 759_1425.

9. Situation Wanted

26. TV-Radio

25. Business Services

House cleaning and
babysitting. Any hours
available. 435-4402.
Housecleaning, has references. Call 753-1996.
Mother of 2 age 30
desires to keep babies
or small children parttime or full-time, day or
night. 759-1692.

25" color $39.95
19" coior, 13" color, 19': B/W-

10. Business Opportunity

CLAYTONS

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

For sale. Want someone •
753-7575
-to -buy restaurant business for . under $9000.
Will consider sub-lease. 27. Mobile Home Sales
7534318.
1968 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 47412. Insurance
8838.
trre Fleetwood 14x70. 2
bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Call 753-4683 or
Insurance
7531336 after 5p.m.
1978 14x70 3 bedroom, 2
Is tour hospitalization
bath. Central heat and
insurance too high?
air, double insulated,
unfurnishd. Like new.
Wont better
435-4122.
$8500.
( overage? Coll Tony
1978 3 bedroom mobile
Montgomery 753
home for sale or rent.
7 2 7 3 . Bennett &
Located at Stella
Trailer Court. Call 753associates Murray,
4864.
kpotucky. Group rate
for formers.

14.want to Buy
Good used paint spray
gun. Binks or equal.
Also 40,000-60.000 BTU
ceiling hung gas heater.
753-3143.
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 474-8838 after Spm.
We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Cat!
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748, 235-5648, Cadiz,
Ky.

15. Artklesfor Sale
24in. silver 4 10 bike.
Blue snake belly tires,
K K T pedals. $100
Good cOndition. 753 413
after Sp.m

43. Real Estate

16. Home Furnishings

MOBILE HOMES
FOR SALE
1 - 2 II 12x60 1974
Granville 1 owner with
stove, ref., washerdryer.
2 - 12160 faro. in
Mobile Nome Village
extra nice.
3 - 10157 fern. for
loss than
$2,000.00.
4. 12 x 60 fun. only
$4,500.00.

753-911111

as
tzrenzazamz
...,:,,,„

Extra nice 2 bedroom,
unfurnished duplex in
Westwood Subd. With
fireplace, patio, stove,
-refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal and
washerdryer hook-up.
$265. month plus deposit. 753-9266 or
305-792-5565.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex with all appliances furnished in
Northwood. No pets.
753-0814.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844. "
Furnished 2 bedroom
apartment near Health
Center. $220. per month.
Includes gas heat and
water. 753-9476 days,
901-247-5455 nights.
Nice duplex apartment
located in Westwood
Subdivision. 2 bedroom,
carpeted throughout.
central heat and air,
washer-dryer hook-up,
refrigerator, range,
dishwasher, disposal,
built-in microwave.
Lease, deposit, and
references required.
Call 759-1503.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 121 North
next to fairgrounds. $90.
a month. 753-3139. College boys preferred.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Near hospital. Will repaint to suit
tenant. Adults. No pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208
after 4:00p.m.
One bedroom apartment and 2 or 3 bedroom house. Near university. 493-8225.
One bedroom small
apartment. Partial
utilities furnished. Call
753-7505 or 753-3593.
-Two bedroom apartment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753-2622 or753-3865.
Two bedroom duplex
semi-furnished. Now
available. Panorama
Shores. $175. month plus
utilities. Students considered. 436-2755.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. 000.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5 p.111 .
1516699
Unfurnished 2 bedroom
apartment. Hamlet
North Apartments. 7537550 or 753-7559.
WANTED: female student, teacher or working girl to share nice
furnished home with
young female university instructor. $100. per
month plus half of
utilities. Phone 753-9280
after 4p.m.

41. Public Sale

CI3AITIC INDOOR
YARD SALE I
FLEA MARKET
au.-9 p.m. Feb. 132 io
Murray hp teeter spusertil by Meru Kiwnis
Club. Dealers welcome.
liwitsd ember of booth.
Available fir isfenualfie is
bulb resist call 53-1515,
153-1171

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered
Boxers. 5 weeks old, 2
males. Call 759-1995.
Dachshund puppies 6*
weeks old and puppies
12 weeks old. No papers.
474-2325.

43. Real Estate
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom,
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
With or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from - redwood deck, enormous
family room with
fireplace, two car garage and. much more at,
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 75.3-7724.
MORE THAN

YOU IMAGINED
FOR LESS
THAN YOU
DREAMED
Quiet! And only
five minutes from
city limits. 4
massive bedrooms
including hideaway master suite
plus huge panelled
entertainer's den.
Dream kitchen
with solid walnut
cabinets. Circular
stair case. Wall of
glass opens to
spacious fences
11/2 acres. Great
area for children.
Dial 753-1492 for
details.
COME SOUTH
FOR THE
WINTER
Stately colonial
manor on picturesque park - like
- grounds - massive
entry. Winding
staircase. Library
or music
chambers. Formal
living room plus
formal adjacent
dintirg. Sauna
before those restful
evenings in front of
crackling fire. Exclusive listing for
Century 21 showing.
Dial 753-1492 for
your showing.

33. Roomsfor Rent

LIVIA ma,wings®

Private furnished room
for men students one
half block off campus.
Private entrance, kitchen, air condition,
utilities furnished. ,S410
per semester. 1626
Hamilton. Call 753-1342
or 753-8572.
Rooms for rent. One
block from university.
Call 753-6933 or 753-1812.

1200Syccinvorer
hforos.Keratithr 42071
/502/ 2511192

34. Housesfor Rent
Three bedroom, bath,
den with fireplace,
garage, on 1 acre. 7
miles from - Murray.
References, deposit.
'5175. Strout Realty 753
- -J
0186

Stress,.
Reeky
ORNMSOGAIMO

Office Cult?.teem
loyen hen Everywhere
Rebels Service Since 1900
1912 CoMaeter teed
Horny, lloahicky 42671
(512)753-0186
. Anytime
1011. KENNON
bakerUceased 1 Ilimeded

ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty and
convenience are a
few of the adjectives that describe
this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home, less
than 4 years old.
Home is- sparkling
clean and features
a family room,
fireplace with wood
stove, separate living room, heat
pump air control
system. Offered in
the Mid 4 0's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.
NEW LISTING
.60 ACRES
Fre.sh on the
market is this
choice 60 acre tret
jug west °Murray.
city limits at intersection of
Highway 94 and
Johnny Robertson
Road. 55 tendable
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn and
several hundred
feet of blacktop
highway frontage.
Phone 753-1222 for
all details.

Perim 5;Thorsen
Iowan* &
Real Estate
South:ids Court Sq.
Norm, Kentucky
753-4451

46. Homes for Sale

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
baths, large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
By owner one and one
half story, 3 bedroom.
Walnut kitchen
cabinets, fireplace,
basement, garage, low
utility bills, deep lot,
near hospital. 12.
financing available with
$10,000 down, $42,750.
Call 753-4710 after
5:30p.m.

a Motorcycles
1980 Yamaha 175 IT
1973 Kawasaki 450 MX.
Good running condition.
Will sell both for $795.
Call 354-6278.
IT 175 Yamaha good
condition. Call 753-3107.

48. Auto Services
1979 Chevrolet -V-6 engine, low milage. 4742325.
Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal,
Volkswagon, Datsun,
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy
Luv, Capri Toyota,
Honda. All kinds of new
and used parts. Call
474-2325.

49, Used Cars

1978 GMC 4x4 snort
wheel base. Two tone
blue, 7in. lift kit with
many extras. Between
9:30-4:30, 527-3633. All
other times 527-3704.
Ask for Chuck
1979 Chevrolet 4-wheel
drive. Call 753-5167.
1980 Jeep C.17. 4 cyliner,
4 speed, power steering,
AM-FM, rear seat, hard
top, 19,088 miles. WOO.
489-2689.

53. ServicesOffered
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 7531873.
APPLIANCE SER VICE, KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL and
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience.
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
Appliance Service, 203 S
5th. 753-4872 or 753-8886.
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum
cleaned from your
driveway. Industrial,
residential, or commercial. 24 hour
service. Call 753-5933.
All your 'plumbing and
air conditioning needs.
Also do carpentry, painting, roof ing and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction. 753-2211.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. for free
estimates all 753-2310.
Automobile machanic
will do work on automatic and aH gasoline
engined trucks. All work

1957 Ford. $ 55 0 .
474-8838.
1969 -Nova for sale. Call
after 5p.m. 767-4462.
1973 'Thunderbird. Re
built eng-ine, fully
loaded, mag wheels.
$950 Call 759-1465
1974 Chevrolet Monte
Carlo. Body damaged
$650. Call 759-1465.
guaranteed. Call 4374546.
Concrete block and
brick work. 20 years
experience. Free estimates. Cali 753-5476.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
1977
for free estimate for
Ford
your needs.
Furadure_Stripping ,and
Granada
Repair. Call 753-7499.
Ghia.
GENERAL HO.ME
Neil Valle $3111.10
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359, nights 474-2276.

For
Sale

Good condition,
clean, good

Hanueran

MY OWN
KENTUCKY
HOME
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a double
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, intercom, automatic
garage door
opener, wet bar,
and two patios.
Everything you
need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment
today, 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Multiple Listing
Service.
DISTINCTIVE
HOME
Beautiful 3
bedroom home on
Highway 94 just
West of Murtily,City limits. Formal
dining room, living
room, den, large
game room,
tastefully
decorated
throughout. Private
setting and, conveniant location.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud -Realty in
'Murray.

family car. Asking $1,900. Call
153-6821 after 5

p.a.
1974 Volkswagon
Dasher station _wagon.
AM -FM, 56,000 miles,
well 'kept, excellent
condition. Call after
5p.m. 753-5773.
1975 Grand Torino
Sport. Excellent condition. $1550. 1972 Cadillac
Coupe Deville. Excellent condition. S1000.
474-8838.
.
1978 Cougar Mercury
XR•7. Fully loaded.
$3850. Call 759-1465.

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 Sow*
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Art*
Parts,- Batteries,
-Tiras, Wheel Guars,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500
1978 King Cobra. V-8,
cassette player,• good
condition. Best offer.
Call 753-0963.
1975 'Malibu Chevy. 2
door, Mag wheels, A-1
shape. 436-5519.
1976 Grand Prix. Excellent condition. 7599702 after 3p.m.

FOR SALE

44. Lotsfor Sale

1977 Linceli Mark V,
one swear, local cur,

Approximately 44 acres

hided.

on ((woes of Penny road

Piordom's

and Spring Creek
Church road. Call 4892425.

Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406 West Main
753-5315

45. Farmsfor Sale
Forty seven acres on
Hwy 94 West. Call
759-1987.

SO. Used Trucks
The mired's, emir fines* wiliveke it possible to
perdue e 225 sure fere
St ef New Coward. The
oweer's shore of the wider
whet crop vi be pen it
harvest. The form his crop
Ned, timber, creek,
blacktop rood freesia,
mom feu*. John C.
Ileohnser leel Estes 7531161 sr 153-7531.

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
go•r•otert41. Free
Estimates. Call 7591859 or 753-6581.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need sturrips
removed from your yard
or land cleared Of
stumps? We can remove stumps up to 24
inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or - Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
P rof essiona-4
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top,
.sides, commercial or
residential. Call
Tremon Farris.
759-1987.
Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Contractor. .Experienced interior.anil
exterior painting. Free
estimates. tall 753-4688
or 753-0487.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 7535476.
We do carpentry and
repair water lines. 4374588. ,
•.
Will sharpen hand saw,
chain- saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

Alumina Service Cs.
Anis NI rip, 014,
costes trim work.
leteraces. Call Will El
hiley, 1531111.

1951 4-wheel drive Ford
pickup with 72 running ST Wanted
gear.$700. Call 753-4521.
Burley Tobacco Poun1972 Semi. White freight dage for 1982 crop. Row
liner. 53000. Motor just crop land. If you plan on
overhauled. 474-8138.
cutting back or want to
1973 Chevrolet pickup rent or lease your land
350 engine. $675. 474- call Kim Wallis
489-2462.
8838.

HORN BUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

41. Homesfor Sale
Two bedroom with den
or 3 bedroom. Natural
gas,.-Tentral heaf. and
air, TVA insulation. Has
attached apartment
which can. be used as
extra bedroom. Extra
large lot, 16x12 too) shed
or . shop. 2 blocks from
university and elementary schools. Lots of
extras. 753 7956.

225 L.P. Maw St.(Loess lrem Commisilly Colo)

Speciolizing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Opts Noon
Moo., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Set.

srm

.*
,

)PY AVAILABLE

'50. Used Trucks
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Boyd W;Ilitez Mainiey
dies; rotes
services
Wednesday
Wednesday

19. 19112

Marray High honor rolls released by principal
Honor rdlls for second
.Williams, Michael
nine weeks and first Wilkins,
Stephen C.
semester at Murray High Wells,
Leila Umar, KenSchool have been releas- dra
Thurmond and
ed by W. A. Franklin, Lesley
Thompson.
principal.
Sophomore - Robin
SECOND
Adams, Lee Ann Babb,
NINE WEEKS
Julie Baker, Steve Beyer,
Making All A's
Sophomores - Charles Mark Boggess, Chprles
*rib, Matt Harrington Cella, Mike Friebel, Matt
,
David Lew, Lisa Harrington, Jay Hayes,
Mikulcik, Amy Ross and Kurt Keeslar,
James Kelly, Robert
Jeremy White.
Juniors- Teresa Ford, Kondratko, David Lew,
Brad McNutt and Jimmy I.uAnn Loberger, Lisa.
Mqtalcik, Cary Miller,
West.
Seniors- Tracy Beyer, Lartil.a Montgomery,
Steve Blivin, Eric Fish, Tronda Parrish, Robert
Mike Garland, Paulette Perrin, Billy Phillips,
Ricky Rogers, Amy
Kelly, Samir Mahfoud,
John Menkhaus, Don Ross, Alison Sears, GretMoseley, Erin O'Brien, ta Shepard, Robert Stout,
Kettle Overbey, Lisa John Swan, Shelia
Russell, Laura Sears, Vickers, Jeremy White,
Gina Shipley, Natalie David Whiten and Tim
Simpson, Bill Smith, Wilcox.
Doug Tutt and Mae
Juniors - Jimmy ArmUmar.
-strong, Jon Billington,
Making A's and B's
Bill Bossing, Mike
Freshmen - Ramona Childress, Valerie Curry,
Burnley, Paul Dailey, Mike Daniel, Mark
Christopher Franklin, Donaldson, Kyle Evans,
Leslie Franklin, Kay Farley, Ray
Kimberley Greer, Anne Ferguson,
Harcourt, Greer Houston,
Teresa Ford, Gary
Shelley Howell, Yvonne Galloway, Karen
Jones, Robert Lyons, Hainsworth, Amanda
Sherry Meadows, Hammack, Joy Nina,
Suzanne Meeks, Shawn Velvet Jones, Melanie
McClure, Alicia Nunnal- Kelly, Laurie Lovett,
ly,.Lilhian Olazabal, Alison Marshall, Tim
Shawn Parker,
Menkhaus,
David W. Randolph,
Brad McNutt, Todd
Amy Roos, Todd Ross, Nunnally, Kimberly Oles,
Russell Wright, Donna John Purdom, Melanie

Roos, Doug Story,Jimmy
West, Samantha Wilder,
Lisa Wilson and Gretctr
Wilcox.
Seniors - Diana
Adams, Tracy Beyer,
Lisa Blankenship, Steve
Blivin, Bobby Boyd, Jeff
Carruthers, Kevin Cole,
Kathy Delk, Tung Dinh,
Angie Douglas,
Kiln Edmonds, Gay
Evans, Sharlisa Ford,
Eric Fish, Lonna Furr,
Mike Garland, Kecia
Gibbs, David Heathcott,
Leslie Hopkins, Mark
Hussung,
Paulette Kelly, Taeoh
Kim, Lynne Loberger,
Kelley I.ovins, Samir
Mahfoud, John
Menkhaus, David
McMillen, Bettie Moore,
Don Moseley, Erin
O'Brien,
Kellie Overbey, Kathy
Roberts, Cheryl Rose,
Lisa Russell, Laura
Sears, Kate Shepard,
Gina Shipley, Natalie
Simpson, Bill Smith,
Carol Spann, Teresa
Suiter, Sheila Summerville, Todd Swain, Brenda
Towery, Scott Turner,
Doug Tutt, Mae Umar
and Terri Wells.

Harrington., Dayid Lew, Bogard, Mark Boggess, Brad McNutt, Todd NunLisa Mikulcik, Billy Amy Carman, Charles nally,
Phillips, Amy Ross and Cella,
Kimberly Dies, John
Jeremy White.
Roger Dunn, Liz Fain, Purdom. Melanie Roos,
Juniors - Mike Mike Friebel, Bob Doug Story, Steve Wells,
Childress, Teresa Ford, Futrell, Matt Harrington, Jimmy West, Samantha
Brad McNutt, Todd Nun- Jay Hayes, Andy Jobs, Wilder, Lisa Wilson and
natty, Melanie Roos and Kurt Keeslar, James Kel- Gretchen Wilcox.
Jimmy West.
ly, Robert Kondratko,
Seniors - Carol David Lew,
Seniors - Diana
Beaman, Tracy Beyer,
I.uAnn Loberger, Lisa Adams, Carol Beaman,
Eric Fish, Mike Qarland, Mikulcik, Cary Miller, Tracy Beyer, Lisa
Paulette Kelly,\ Don Laura Montgomery, Blankenship, Steve
Moseley, Erin O'Brien, Trona Parrish, Robert Blivin, Michael Boggess,
Kellie Overbey, Laura Perrin, Billy Phillips, Bobby Boyd, Jeff CarSears, Natalie Simpson, Ricky Rogers, Tracy ruthers, Kevin Cole,
Bill Smith and Mae Rogers, Amy Ross, Craig Crawford,
Umar.
Alison Sears,
Kathy Delk, Ha Dinh,
Making A's and B's
Gretta Shepard, Connie Angie Douglas, Kim EdFreshman - Rebekah Spann, Robert Stout, monds, Gay Evans,
Brock, Ramona Burnley, John Swan, Shelia Sharlisa Ford, Eric Fish,
Kelly Chilcutt, Matthew Vickers,\David Lonna Furr, Mike
Ferguson, Christopher Weihrouch, 'Jeremy Garland, Kecia Gibbs,
Franklin, Leslie White, David Whitten, Karen Green,
Franklin, Kimberley Tim Wilcox and Kim
David Heathcott, Leslie
Greer, Anne Harcourt,
Hopkins, Mark Hussung,
Vonnie Hays, Lisa
Paulette Kelly, Taeoh
Howard, Shelley Howell,
Juniors- Jimmy Arm- Kim, Lynne Loberger,
Yvonne Jones, Jennifer strong, Jon Billington, Kelley Lovins, Samir
Kurz, Robert Lyons, Bill Bossing, Mike Mahfoud, John
Sherry Meadows, Childress, Kathy Clark, Menkhaus, David
Suzanne Meeks, Alicia Valerie Curry, Mike McMillen,
Nunnally, Lillian Daniel, Mark Donaldson,
Bettie Moore, Don
•
Olazabal,
Kyle Evans, Kay Moseley, Erin O'Brien,
Shawn Parker, David Farley, Ray Ferguson, Kellie Overbey, Kathy
W. Randolph, Amy Roos, Teresa Ford, Gary Roberts, Cheryl Rose,
Todd Ross, Russell Galloway, Karen Lisa Russell, Laura
Wright, Donna Williams, Hainsworth, Amanda Sears, Kate Shepard,
Michael Wilkins, Stephen Hammack, Joy Hina, Gina Shipley,
C. Wells, Leila Umar and Rebbie Houston,
Natalie Simpson, Bill
Lesley Thompson.
Mary James, Velvet Smith, Carol Spann,
Sophomores - Emily Jones, Melanie Kelly, Teresa Suiter, Sheila
Apperson, Joseph Ashby, Michele Kuychella, Summerville, 'Todd
Lee Ann Babb, Julie Laurie Lovett, Mark Swain, Scott Turner,
Baker, Heidi Barrett, Manners, -Alison Mar- Doug Tutt, Mae Umar
Steve Beyer, Lisa shall, Tim Menkhaus, and Terri Wells.
. -

Services for Boyd W.
Services for John D.
Linn will be Wednesday McKinney will be
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
Blalock -Coleman in the sanctuary of First
Funeral Home. Harold In Baptist Church, where be
van will officiate.
was a member. Dr. Bill
Singers will be from Whittaker and the Rev.
Almo Church of Christ, Norman Ellis will ofwhere he was a member, ficiate.
with Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., as
Music will be by Gus
leader. Burial will follow Robertson, Jr., soloist,
in Coldwater Church of Richard Jones, organist,
Christ Cemetery.
• - ••• and Allene Knight,
Friends may call at pianist. Burial will follow
funeral home after 3 p.m. in Murray City
today.
Cemetery.
Linn, 62, Rt. 3, died
Friends may call at J.
Monday at 6:10 a.m. at H. Churchill Funeral.
his home. A veteran of Home after 4 p.m. today.
World War II, he was a
McKinney, 55, 901
retired rural mail carrier Stratford, Murray, died
for Rt. 3.
Saturday at 2 p.m. in a
Born March 9, 1919, in hospital at Denver, Colo.
Calloway County, he was
He is survived by his
the son of Edna Cleaver wife, Edna Calhoun
Linn, who survives, and McKinney; two
the late George B. Linn.
daughters, Mary Hardin,
He is survived by his Euless, -Texas, and Marwife, Velva Linn; his tha Parker, Murray; his
mother, Edna Linn, Ben- parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ton; a daughter, Carolyn Dent McKinney, and a
Parker, Murray; a son, brother, William D.
Randy Linn, Houston, McKinney, Belleview,
SEMESTER
Texas.
Mo.
•
Making All A's
Also surviving are two
Freshmen - Leslie
stepdaughters, Marilyn
Franklin and Kimberley
McCann, Corpus Christi,
Greer.
Texas, and Patricia
Sophomores - Charles
McKenzie, Murray; a
Cella, Mike Friebel, Matt
stepson, Larry McKen- zie, Murray; three
•
George Hodge was
sisters, Ruth Stites, St.
presented
a
silver
cup
Louis, Mo., Gladys White,
and gavel by the KenDixon, and Hazel Burtucky
Association of
man, Morris Plains, N. J.
Fairs and Horse Shows 1-1542
St., Paris, Tenn.; Madina 311 W. Young Circle, Foster (expired), Rt. 1, St.; Joseph
Four grandchildren
J. Venice, Rt.
Susan Calico and baby
- -NEWBORN for his services as presiC. Tucker, Rt. 1, Princeton; Charles D. Hazel.and three step 5; Joyce R. Overbey, 1507 boy, 514 Dunlap, Paris,
ADMISSIONS
dent of the organization.
Mayfield; Teresa L. Darnell, Rt. 1, Benton;
grandchildren also surSycamore St.; John Tenn.
Teresa Reynolds and Pace, No. 37, Shady Oaks Clifton David Emerson, 1-16-82
The presentation was
vive.
Thomas Hobbs, Rt. 1,
made at the association's baby boy, Rt. 1, Holiday Trailer Ct.;• Emma N' Rt. 2.
NO NEWBORN
Cottage
Grove, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
annual meeting Jan.14-16 Acres,Springville, Tenn. Pritchett, Almo.
ADMISSIONS :Jr%
Zula L. Johnson, 404
Charlene Norsworthy,
Michael J. Gilliam, Box
DISMISSALS
in Louisville.
DISMISSALS
Third St.; Lucille Shady Oaks; Paul KenSharon Diane Gregory
William K. Shoemaker, 4741, Hart Hall; Gary
Those attending r the
Robin E. Burks and K."Potts, Rt. 7, Mayfield; neth Vought, Rt. 5;
Mark
Farris,
Dinah
and
Rt.
4;
baby
No.
convention
206 Riviera CI.;
boy, Rt. 6,
from Murray
rites
baby boy, Rt. 5, Cadiz; Doris King, Rt 1, F. Moore,
Rt. 1,
included Mrs. Hodge; Sue Mayfield; Trois V. Perry, William R. West, 114 Estella M. Ross, Rt. 2; Virginia I.
Milliken, 64 Mansfield, Tenn.; Raith Mayfield; P o Ily a n n
1
2 North First St.; South 10th St.; James D. Willie 0. Sorrels, 317 Ir- Shady
Services for Luther Spann; Carol Spann, 402/
Oaks;
C. L. Smelser, Sr., 1509 Lon- Lamb, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
- Sutherland, 119 Jones, Rt. 1, Hardin; . van St.; Gracie N. Wat- Hooks, Rt._ 2,Eva
Deering, Rt. 1, Lynn Murray-Calloway County Tina 15.,
don Dr.; Obid D.- Martha Robb Miller, Rt.
Cadiz;
son,
Rt.
2.
Riviera"
-Ct.; Freda G. Lillian Pat Winchester,'
Grove community, were Fair Queen who parLouise Robinson, Rt. 2, Burkeen, Rt. 1, Almo.
1, Almo.
today at 2 p.m. in the ticipated In the state Summers, Box 57, 706 Fairlane Dr.; David
Jessie M. Spraggs, 114 Paris, Tenn.; James A.
-- Gladys Marie Cochran,
- chapel of Max Churchill county fair contest; Tony Puryear, Tenn.; Emily M. Wright, 414 South 16th- N. Jefferson, Clinton; Baker, Rt. 2, Wingo.
1-17-82
Box 113, Farmington;
Funeral Home. The Rev. Wallace, president of the Ann Stanley, 411 South St.
David J. Dean, 1002 Adults 127
Reims C. Copeland, Rt. 1,
James D. Bucy,625 South
St.
Billy Turner and the Rev. Murray-Calloway County
Jeffrey O. Henderson,. A I wo; Gaylon Cowan, Paris, Tenn.; Nursery 3
------'Fourth St.; Howard
- Alma L. Crouch, Box Box 4744, Hart Hall;
Mike Littrell officiated. Jaycees;
Trevathan, Rt. 7; Leslie Sylvia J. Peschon, Box
- •••_: Thorn, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Oneida White was -Eddie Jones, president 452, Paris, Tenn.; Willie Kevin W. Richerson, 1602 C. Burkhart, Fern Ter- 822, Paris, Tenn.; Bobby
NEWBORN
Luther E. Deering (exJoe
Millraney,
328
the
of
Murray
Head Parklane; Larue Cooper, race Lodge; Lydia V, f. Lax, 2220 Edinboroug
-Calloway
organist and soloist.
h
ADMISSIONS
pired),Rt.
Pallbearers were Hugh County Fair Board; Mrs.
Deering, Danny Deering, Jones; Jerry McCoy,
c K
Leonard Burke, Jr., secrettity,,of the local fair .Larry Burke, Jerry boardaild board if dirk- '. 7-7 .
Burke, Rob Gingles, tor tO Ste fair;a-horse
LOUISVILLE, Ky. made Monday during truCk capital of the world. heard that employees and
we can fight the Japanese
Ht. said the assembly
Johnny Gingles and Ken show 2,11.60Ciation; and (A1
Z" 'llie Ford Motor ceremonies marking the
)--.
)
The Ranger, available former employees would head to head on
U.S.
soil
line
will not have to be
Mrs.
if:600y.
Paschall. Burial was in
Co.'s latest creation, the start of production on the at dealers by March 12, be allowed to buy the first
modified to make the
South Pleasant Grove
Ranger, is rolling off the Ranger, a sleek little will retail for about Rangers, he placed an and win."
The plant's total Bronco II, and that inCemetery.
assembly line and the four-cylinder pickup. $6,200.
-order.
employment by the end of itially its production will
Deering, 93, died Suncompany is preparing to
James A. Capolongo,
The first eight that
There was a band,
+in gear 4R for
day at 6:22 a.m. at Alt Poder111.11..:
production of vice president of truck came off the line Monday spotlights and speeches, the month will be about be blended in with
4,000, with 1,300 of those Ranger production.
Aratricas**1111,
Murray-Calloway County Astilaad
N +4, another new truck in 1983. operations, said the Bron- went to present and including one from
Mb sec
Gov. in new jobs on the second
"Depending on market
Hospital. Born Aug. 1, A;serial7111111711e
1/11 +%
It will be called the
co II may not increase the former employees, in- John Y. Brown Jr. who shift.
Chrysler ,••
demand,
the typical shift
"
1888, in Calloway County, Dupont
Bronco
Ise
II and will be.. a labor force at the plant cluding Al Clark.
• •.444
told the workers that
All 1,300 are former may make two Rangers
Ford
-us -1-% smaller version of Ford's but will reinforce the
he was the son of the late CAV
Clark retired in 1970 "what you are doing with Ford employees
to •+%
who for every one Bronco II,"
w* %v. current Bronco pickup.
James Deering and General
company's boast that after 33 years with the the Ranger may change have been
laid off at he explained.
General
Sarah Matheny Deering.
announcem
The
.
ent
was
Louisville has become the company, but when he the whole course of the either of
Gestral
' .Battik #
the two plants
110% +lb '
4
He is survived by a Goodrich. .s 47,4
automotive industry."
Goodyear ..j.44.4
.111% +16 4
here.
.
daughter, Beulah Burke, Gag0il. .44,..,„,,...........;-.32% •-+%
The governor said
Capolongo said the Federal-State Market News Service
........ -4.i..41/V44-444 p
two sons, Hubert and Cap jedbillIC
"we've
been tested in the Bronco is produced at the Jaaaary 11, 1112
, ,
Deering, Rt. 1, three
1
e
3,1041
- 711r
1 ..-; .
Purchase Area Hog Market
1980s and the country is Wayne, Mich., plant and Kentucky
K -Mart '-'1•3113-i
1141 +31
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
grandchildren, eight Pomo
It -•Zi. •
Receipts Act 9911 Est SU Barrows & Gilts
watching
to
see
what
you
production
there will con- I 10 lower Sows mostly *I 110 lower
Quaker Oelsr-41..
1111*MIR - ORTON Ky. (AP) The pavement of the that would allow the Ken- do."
great-grandchildren and Texaco
US 1-2 2111440 lbs
MS WM 00
tinue.
311
one great -great- U.S.Toberre
1111 ** Seine -residents of this highway has a weight tucky General Assembly
US 2111-2311 lbs.
SOAPS 50
Harold Poling, Ford's
"It
makes
sense
I\
Weedy's.
to
......
.....
11
'
US
appall
2-3
214471
lbs.
community
$44.11-45.111
of
200
grandchild.
limit of 80,000 pounds.
to change or abolish the executive;eice-.president build the Bronco
CE.? Fled.
-ON
II in Sews
are fighting a local coalThe Corps' Louisville state's coroner system.
US 1-2 S70-35111bs
635610-36.1.
for North American* Louisville because it's US
President Richard Nixon signed a bill in
1-3310-411 lbs
t33.56.17 111
hadling
firm's
request
to
1974
District has agreed to
sponsored
bill,
The
US
1-3
4611-600
lbs
by
237.043-31 111
automotive operations, derived from the Ranger
reducing the speed limit on the nation's highways
increase the number of hold a hearing on the ap- Sen. Jack Trevey,
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
03900-4414
to
has. .said "The Ranger and will have the same mare 11 MI
55 mph.
trucks it sends through plication, probably dur- been co-signed by at
US 3-3 300-340 lbs
134 WU SO
least • represents the fact that front end," he said.
Boars 2100-3200
town each day.
ing the first half of 10 co-sponsors, Trevey
Onton Dock Inc. has ap- March.
said Monday.
plied to the Corps of
Perry Carver, 60, who
An earlier bill drafted
I An article in Friday's edition incorrectly reported Engineers to increase the
has lived in Onton for 31 by the Justice DepartNorth Calloway Elementary Principal Jim Feltner number of trucks it
years, said there have ment has already beekg,...;„
as saying fights had been reperte4 and facilities handles each day from
been several near- accepted as part of Govz'
were damaged by persons playietbasketball in moosee.
collisions between trucks John Y. Brown Jr.'i - •
Calloway County school gymnastatiss. Feltner did
The increase in capaci- and school buses.
legislative package.
not make the statement. He said no fights and no ty:Would send 1,600 runs a
--Trevey said he plans to .
damages have been reported in the school gyms.
day through the main
F R ANK F OR T, Ky. file his bill Wednesday or
The'Murray ledger & Times Ines to correct/stomp* +ay errors O. part of the settlement, 1API - A Republican
Thursday.
lad or clarify any arislesdeng ialoanosion ampiiing in mews anktes. where Kentucky
is on- senator from Lexington
That is the purpose of this column_ To reprt_Ois error or wetfor ly 18tedwide.
has drafted a, new bill
clarification please call 753-1915.
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honored
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Admissions, dismissals reported at Murray hospital

Deering'
today

Nighth
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Ranger rolii or assembiritnc.zompanyprepormg=
new truck
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Corrections & Amplifications 11

START
COMPUTING

Our Most Affordable TRS-80
For Professional or Home Use

is

Copierzon
the blink?

11-

JEZ:zw
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

"I Itere's #2 of. \ 1 7 reason
.‘ I 1\ I I&.1( Nock
•liould prepare
\ our ta\c,.."

;
I.

REASON 82: Free brochure
about**new tax

78 Nova
Automatic with power steering, power
brakes and air. Silver with red interior.

$2995.09

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
Murray

753-2617
azOMAL MOTORS PARTS atiplatill

If the recent tax law changes him
confused, we,can
help H&R Block Is offering a free brockure on the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 We'll show how you can benefit
from the new tax changes '

toR BLOCK =
•
THE,I14-COME

Hatter sat the nevi
reliable -A
Dic1.-aplam paper rooter
The 990 has alio,the 'moat
wanted featured Of me.
Chines coating 50% more
-including Me verimitilny
to mall* 11" x IT copies
copy both sides, and tree
most arty Igor]ol paper. including overhead IronsOarenc ma and labels

Call us today

TAX PEOPLE

17 mesons.One smart decision.
14,'901

'999
• Manage Your
Budget
• Track
Investments
• Games for
The Family
• Learn to
Program: ,
.•
Get dawn to serious business with your own computer, and
use it for fun-filled games in your leisure time! Keyboard, 12key data pad, and 16,000-character memory-all in one
beautiful desktop unit. Easily expandable to 2-disk Business
System. Learn to program with our easy-to-read manual, or
add an optional cassette recorder to use a wide variety of
ready-to-run programs.

Radmilhaek

Arcadia Street

0a a.m.-6 p.a. Weekdays, 9-5 Sot. Plunie 753492o)
--APPOINTMENTS AVAILMILE

116 WITH 7Th
11*M.anisiinjUsifinimmb-5912

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
•PfitCES MAY VARS'At

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHOCK STORE.
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER
Alt) DEALERS
.
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